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Positive Action in Housing’s 18th Annual Report is dedicated to Janice Fawkes (April 8, 1957 - September 4, 2013). Janice will be remembered as one of

life’s true humanitarians. She was a founding member of our charity, and through her courage and determination, kick started Scotland’s Anti Racism and

Anti Fascist Movement.
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Introduction

It was another busy year for everyone at Positive Action in Housing!

As the 2011 Census reveals, Scotland is more diverse than ever. 4% of

Scottish people are now from minority ethnic groups. Every council area saw

an increase between 2001 and 2011 in the proportion of the population who

were born outside the uK. 

The Frontline Housing Advice Service, New Migrants Action Project, Lifeline

and Money Skills Projects provided assistance to a total of 1,055 families

and individuals from minority ethnic, refugee and migrant communities.  Our

Annual Winter Destitution Surgery saw 128 people in a single day. Our

multilingual Money Skills Advisers were kept busy helping service users to

understand fuel bills, how to switch to cheaper tariffs, tackle rent arrears and

budget limited incomes.Through our newly set up Food Bank we helped up

to 40 families a week.  Our training department went from strength to

strength, delivering equality and diversity workshops and briefings to 57

housing associations, councils and voluntary organisations in Glasgow,

Edinburgh, Ayrshire, Stornoway and Inverness. 

92% of our service users are now living in poverty or destitution (a 10%

increase on last year). 75% are living in fuel poverty, and a growing number

are experiencing fuel debt. Almost half of all those who approached us were

facing homelessness or destitution.

Because of the disproportionately greater level of overcrowding within

minority ethnic communities, we were approached by Registered Landlords

wanting to fill large properties that became vacant as a direct consequence

of the bedroom tax. Only one family was successfully rehoused as a result.

We were unable to refer more families because they did not feel safe moving

to the areas on offer. In two other cases, service users deemed to be

"under-occupying" did leave their homes reluctantly. But the "spare" room

they were giving up was not spare to them, it was where their adult children

came to stay, it was a place for schoolchildren to study in already cramped

accommodation, or it was their family home filled with years of memories. 

Hot water and heating are increasingly becoming a luxury for many people.

Prices of electricity and gas have risen for most of the last decade. The profits

of the Big 6 energy companies have risen by 74 per cent since 2009, while

prices have risen by 13 per cent. They have raked in billions in profits while

pushing millions further into fuel poverty with every price increase. Centrica,

the company that owns British Gas, saw its profits rise by 9 per cent to

£1.58bn for the first six months of 2013. For 2012, Scottish Southern Energy

announced profits of nearly £1,500 a minute. This kind of profiteering

continues to affect the wellbeing of the poorest communities – alongside

payday loans and basic commodity price increases and welfare cuts.

The number of racist incidents recorded by Police Scotland increased by

10%. 44% of the victims were of Asian origin, the largest group being

Pakistani at 23%, with 22% of victims described as white British. But the

vast majority - 95% - of perpetrators were described as white. A Scottish

Government minister described the increase in the number of incidents as

"disheartening" after four years of reductions, but suggested that the increase

wasn't due to a rise in the number of crimes - rather individuals and

communities being more prepared to report crimes, because they believe

their complaint will be taken seriously. We disagree. If people are more

confident, then there should be a corresponding increase in the number of

convictions for racially aggravated conduct. Where are those numbers?

Those in authority must face up to the fact that Scotland, like the rest of the

uK, has a racism problem. When the numbers go up, it's a clear signal for

Police Scotland and the Scottish Government to take action, not get

complacent. Only then, can all our people live free from fear and

discrimination.

The labelling of immigrants as "scroungers" by some in the tabloid press has

been relentless. The National Institute of Economic and Social Research

highlighted a study which suggests that migrants – especially migrants from

the new Eu member states – are net contributors to the public purse - not a

drain. The latter paid in via taxes about 30% more than they cost our public

services. In particular, they were far less likely to claim benefits and tax

credits, and far less likely to live in social housing. And even those who aren't

working are considerably less likely than those born in the uK to claim

benefits. Without migration, our fiscal position would be even worse, and

public services even more stretched. 

In November 2012, senior uK Border Agency officials were accused of

misleading parliament after a damning report highlighted that a backlog of

more than 100,000 unopened items of post containing crucial information

and documents about cases from applicants, lawyers and MPs, lay

unopened in a room in Liverpool. The report also found that many asylum

seekers have been left in limbo for an average of seven years because of the

administrative chaos. Keith Vaz, chair of the Commons home affairs select

committee, described the situation as "beyond belief". Many long term

destitute asylum seekers who we are supporting are still waiting for their

cases to be settled, and are caught up in this backlog. 

In April 2012, we campaigned for 156 asylum seekers in Glasgow facing

eviction by their landlord Ypeople (YMCA Glasgow).  Once evicted, they

would be left destitute without access to work, benefits or any form of state

support. YPeople argued that they must evict before the uKBA contract was

officially handed over to SERCO in November 2012, yet decided to evict

people immediately. Many of those who had been told to leave immediately

have families with children, severe health problems and mental health issues.

Those who were being evicted had had their claim for asylum refused,

however they couldn't be returned to their home countries due to safety

concerns. These countries include Iraq, Afghanistan, Somalia and Zimbabwe.

When uKBA cut the residents' emergency support, Positive Action in

Housing gave out crisis payments, food parcels, bus passes and referrals.

When YPeople tried to freeze people out by refusing to "top up" their

Robina Qureshi
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electricity meters, we provided replacement electricity cards. Gradually

people did leave. Jamal (see pages 18-19) was the last one to leave his block

of flats. He borrowed two canaries for company and refused to move onto

the streets. His solicitors defended him in Court against the YPeople eviction.

In October 2013, a judge at Glasgow Sheriff Court ruled that Jamal must

move out with 6 weeks’ notice, and that YPeople must provide him free

alternative accommodation for at least 12 months. Jamal still has no financial

support and continues to collect crisis payments and food parcels from

Positive Action in Housing.

Deputy PM Nick Clegg has recently claimed (again) that the government has

fulfilled its promise to end the immigration detention of children.  It has not.

It has simply re-branded the detention of children, opening a new detention

facility for children at Pease Pottage, run by G4S and Barnardo’s. In October

2013, HM Inspector of Prisons published its first report on this new detention

facility for children and families (“Cedars”). Its findings include the following

and make disturbing reading:

136 people from 39 families had been detained – 84 children and 52 adults;

Six families had been detained two or more times; 49% of detained families

had no legal representation; 17 removals failed, often due to a last-minute

high court injunction ; 9 families were subsequently released, begging the

question why they were detained in the first place; Children had become very

distressed during forced removals ; Self harm incidents; Two members of

staff suspended because of inappropriate comments; Force used against six

families, including children; An escort grabbed a woman by the hair – she

made a complaint which had been upheld; A pregnant woman in a

wheelchair was tipped up and had her feet held by staff from G4S. According

to HMIP: “Force had been used to effect the removal of a pregnant woman,

… the risk of injury to the unborn child was significant. There is no safe way

to use force against a pregnant woman… Force should never be used to

effect the removal of pregnant women or children.”

One wonders will Barnardo’s now withdraw its services from the uKBA to run

this detention facility together with G4S? Barnardo’s was adamant it would

withdraw if certain "red lines" were crossed? Its “red lines” include

disproportionate use of force and the detention of families more than twice

at “Cedars”. The HMIP report has revealed that 6 families were detained two

or more times and the force used on the pregnant woman was

"unacceptable".

We owe a huge debt of gratitude to those volunteers who open their homes

to destitute people for the days, weeks or months that they are left without

support. We are also grateful to members of the public who provide financial

donations towards this work. As a result of your support, Positive Action in

Housing was able to give out 1,069 emergency crisis payments totalling

£25,671 to prevent vulnerable people going hungry or becoming street

homeless. This includes £2,605 donated to 14 destitute clients by St Martin’s

in the Field Vicars’ Relief Fund. The trust and faith required to sustain this

work – from volunteers, from donors, and from the people and groups that

we work with – is central to its success and its continued ability to respond

to ever-growing demand. 

We will continue to fight for justice for the hundreds of other families who

struggle daily with the fear of destitution, detention and deportation. We will

continue to challenge the perception that the abuse of basic human rights is

acceptable in a civilised society.

Positive Action in Housing is a grassroots organisation working from the

perspective of some of the most voiceless and disenfranchised people in

society. We will continue to strive to bring about substantive, permanent

improvements in the lives of our service users – whether through providing

food and shelter to the poor and destitute; through rehousing families who

are homeless or overcrowded; or improving financial literacy to the point

where clients are free of poverty.

The work we carried out in 2013 was formidable. It was made possible by

the support of our 39 funders, 95 advertisers, 165 members, 27 volunteers

and the 494 individuals who made donations to our work. We are indebted

to all of you for stepping forward to support us.

Thank you for helping us make a difference!

Robina Qureshi, Director

Jelina Berlow Rahman, Chair

November 2013
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Overview of 2013

• Positive Action in Housing took up a total of 1,055 cases in 2013 (266

general cases, 239 destitute asylum seekers, 294 new migrants and 256

cases through the Money Skills Project).

• Our service users came from 78 different countries of origin including

China (17%), Iran (7%), Poland (7%), Romanian Roma (7%), Russian (5%),

Kurdish (5%) and Pakistan (5%).

• 33% (324) of all our service users wereA2/A8 OR  Eu Nationals. 29% (281)

were refugees. 25% (247) were asylum seekers.6% (57) were uK Citizens.

4% (36) were from settled BME communities.

• 92% (901) of service users are living in poverty or destitution. This is

a 10% increase on 2012. It does not include self employed EU

Nationals, eg Big Issue vendors. However, it does include 240 appeals

rights exhausted asylum seekers who are forbidden to work or seek

state support or homelessness accommodation because of their

asylum claim. They represent thousands of asylum seekers across the

uK who are desperate to work, yet are forbidden by uK asylum laws. This

seems an absurd policy in any economic climate. It forces people to live

in poverty, excludes them from working, adds to social isolation and

undermines community ‘integration’ initiatives. By stopping people from

contributing, public opinion is weighted against asylum seekers.

• Homelessness and Destitution were the main housing problems

reported by service users.

• In 2013, Positive Action in Housing provided emergency support to 264

destitute service users (238 cases), including 9 adult dependents, 9

children and 8 unborn children who were forced into destitution because

of the uK Government’s policy towards appeals rights exhausted asylum

seekers. 

• We assisted destitute asylum seekers from 37 countries (35 in 2012). The

majority were from Iran (18%), Iraq (16%), Zimbabwe (7%), Afghanistan

(4%), Eritrea (4%), Sudan (4%), Nigeria (3%), Pakistan (3%) and Algeria

(3%), all countries with poor human rights records.

• We gave out 1,069 emergency crisis payments totaling £25,671 to prevent

vulnerable people going hungry or becoming street homeless. This

includes £2,605 donated to 14 destitute clients by St Martin’s in the Field

Vicars’ Relief Fund.

• We provided 530 nights of free shelter through our volunteers. 

• We provided crisis payments and made 103 referrals to the Glasgow Night

Shelter (mostly single males). We assisted destitute service users to access

up to 1442 nights of shelter at the Glasgow Night Shelter. The Shelter is

based in a church and service users can sleep there from 8 pm to 8 am

and get a breakfast before leaving.  As a member of the Glasgow

Destitution Network, Positive Action in Housing helped set up and

publicise the night shelter in November 2011. 

• We ran a highly successful Winter drop-in surgery during which 128

destitute asylum seekers were provided with food hampers, toiletries,

clothes, shoes and cash to help them sustain during the Christmas and

New Year break.

• We distributed food and fresh fruit donated fortnightly by volunteers from

the Glasgow Central Mosque. We also distributed food hampers donated

by the Glasgow Destitution Food Programme. 

• We gave out 114 bus passes to destitute asylum seekers to cover costs

involved in essential travelling to home office for sign-in, doctor and solicitor

appointments.

• 175  service users (73%) were identified as “additionally vulnerable” These

include the elderly, young people, children within families, pregnant

women, and those with physical or mental health problems, people who

have suffered some form of trauma, for example, torture, genital mutilation,

domestic violence or sex trafficking. 

• 39 women (16%) were found to be destitute.  Women facing destitution

are at particular risk of exploitation.

• 52 (22%) destitute asylum seekers were aged between 19 and 25 years

old. Of these, 6 were young women. 48 (20%) were aged between 40 and

59 years old. 9 (4%) were aged between 60 and 72 years old.

• 68 Service users (45%) were intermittently destitute for 3-9 years

• 78 service users (53%) were destitute for 1 to 2 years. 

• We delivered 21 training sessions to 158 staff and committee members

from 57 councils, housing associations and voluntary organisations in

Glasgow, Edinburgh, Ayrshire, Stornoway and Inverness.

• 23% of all the charity’s income came from the Scottish Government. 21%

came from the Oak Foundation and 12% came from charitable trusts. 11%

of our income came from Membership and 4% came from training income.

• 39 organisations (50 in 2012) and 494 individuals donated to our

charitable or humanitarian activities.

• Throughout 2013, we continued to carry out strong anti-racist and

human rights campaigns.

• Positive Action in Housing’s website (www.paih.org) received 15,385 visits

in the last year, with the pages being viewed over 121,000 times (actual

page views reached were 196,212 but 74,594 of these have been

discounted as coming from automated sources).

• We have built a supportive online community online, with 1,077 fans on

2013: All service users by country of origin

2013: Citizenship category of all our service users
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Facebook (http://www.facebook.com/paihltd), compared to 702 (2012).

We have 488 followers on Twitter (http://www.twitter.com/PosActionHsg),

compared to 160 (2012).

Income status
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General Housing Casework
The Frontline Housing Advisory

Service is a free, independent and

multilingual housing advice &

information service for people from

refugee and BME communities.

The service has nominations

agreements with several housing

associations and local authorities

across Scotland. It also makes

referrals and signposts service

users.

Because of the number of

languages spoken by our service users, a database of freelance interpreters

complements our casework team’s multilingual skills. Volunteers also provide

day to day support.

Sraboni Bhattacharya is the Project Manager and Christopher Ho is the

Caseworker. 

Key Results

• In 2013, the Frontline Homelessness Advice Service took up 266 cases. 

• Based on household composition, the total number of people assisted

was 797. 

• 88% of service users were found to be living in poverty.

Service users’ profile (General casework only)

• Our service users were from 32 different countries of origin, including

China (33%), Iran (11%), Africa (8%), Kurdistan (6%), Iraq (5%) and DRC

Congo (4%)

• 65% of service users were “refugees”. 14% are from settled ethnic minority

communities.  8% were uK citizens. 1% were Eu Migrants.

• We dealt with 32 different languages 

• The main languages spoken were: Chinese Mandarin (30%), English

(13%), Farsi (11%), Arabic (8%), Kurdish (7%), urdu (7%) and French (6%).

These statistics clearly demonstrate the need for a face to face multilingual

homelessness advice service. The project ensures it meets the needs of

service users by having a multilingual team backed up by a database of

interpreters.

• Our service users consisted of 97 single people, 92 couples with children,

48 single parent families, 18 couples and 10 extended family households. 

2013: General Housing Casework
Ethnic Origin of Clients

2013: General Housing Casework 
Citizenship Status

2013: General Housing Casework 
Languages spoken

2013: General Housing Casework 
Household composition
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• 41% of service users held a temporary tenancy. 21% were housing

association or local authority tenants. 15% were renting privately, and 13%

were living care of friends or relatives.

• 78% of referrals to the general casework service were by word of mouth.

This demonstrates a high level of trust and client satisfaction.

Problems Reported to the Frontline Housing Advisory Service

Homelessness

• 137 service users were homeless (35%)

These include refugees living in temporary accommodation, those in

hostels or living with friends or relatives while waiting to be rehoused. Our

caseworkers face the challenging task of helping clients to access

temporary homeless accommodation and advising service users on their

housing rights and chances of getting permanently rehoused.

Overcrowding

• 17% of our service users (66) were found to be living in overcrowded

conditions.

• 43% of all overcrowded households have been waiting 2 years for suitable

housing.

• 24% have been waiting for a year; 

• 15% have been waiting 3 years.

• 10% have been waiting 4 to 8 years.

• 8% were waiting for less than a year.

• 31% of overcrowded families were living in a temporary tenancy, 27% in a

housing association, 22% were renting privately and 20% were living care

of friends or relatives.

• 64% of overcrowded households were refugees and 14% were from

settled minority ethnic communities.

Anti social behavior/racial harassment

• 18 service users were found to be facing some form of racial harassment.

We believe this figure is under-reported by service users. We will explore

the reasons for this and provide more detailed reporting on this in next

year’s report.

• 10 service users reported anti-social behavior as a housing problem during

the year.

Looking ahead

At the time of writing, we are fundraising for the continuation of the Frontline

Housing Advisory Service with the Scottish Government, charitable trusts

and potential benefactors.

2013: Types of Tenancies

2013: General casework referrals

2013: Problems reported

2013: Time spent in overcrowded
conditions
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Arriving in Glasgow from Kent, Ms Kam and her family had no accommodation of their own. They had decided to move to Glasgow after spending a few years

running their own business in England.  A family friend allowed them to stay in an empty flat they owned in Glasgow, but only as a temporary option. During

their stay in their friend’s flat Positive Action in Housing advised Ms Kam and her family on their housing options, and assisted them in accessing social housing.

We applied to various registered social landlord across Glasgow.  Soon she was sent an offer from a housing association we helped her apply to but was not

suitable due to being on second level (they have a toddler son).  They were offered a second flat much closer to their needs and have now accepted the offer.

Ms Kam and her family will soon be moving into their 3 bedroom tenement flat. 
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Case Studies

Refused Temporary Accommodation

Living in a cycle of homelessness that is characterised by periods spent in a

hostel, sleeping rough, living with friends, being in hospital or prison,

presenting homeless, endless waiting for temporary accommodation and

then getting rehoused in a suitable and safe area is not easy. Refugees face

additional challenges.

Below are case studies of three very different men and women connected by

the disquieting similarity in their experiences of seeking housing assistance

from local authorities. Each one of them describe with bemusement journeys

that involve waiting in queues, finding it is the wrong queue, being given lists

of addresses with telephone numbers that don’t exist, hearing baffling,

incomprehensible phrases - local connection, statutory rights, eligibility, rights

of succession, priority groups and sleeping rough in the streets of Glasgow

The critical and stressful nature of transition from asylum seeker to refugee

status is evident from these case studies. There are major gaps in the sharing

of knowledge and understanding of their positions for newly recognized

refugees as well as the realisation that their new position placed considerable

demand on them for which they are not equipped.

a) Mr A , a former asylum seeker faced homelessness and destitution for years

.He thought his misery would end on obtaining refugee status in August

2012. He requested temporary homeless accommodation from Glasgow

City Council in early May 2013 . His friend who had helped him for years

could no longer support him. For 8 consecutive days he went to his local

homelessness office and sat in their reception all day hoping to get a roof

over his head, but was repeatedly told for the next 7 days that there was

no accommodation available. He would walk about in the street during the

day and would wait at Hamish Allan Centre in the night hoping he would be

offered temporary accommodation .One particular night he slept in the

reception area of a police station because he had nowhere else to go.

b) Mr Shahid faced homelessness and lived overcrowded in his sister’s 2-

apartment house .He presented homeless but was considered not

statutorily homeless .He was refused homelessness assistance by the

south east casework team after which he approached our services for

advice on housing options. We advised the client about his housing rights

and his right to temporary accommodation and decided to challenge the

decision by homelessness team. We requested for a review of the

homelessness decision explaining the client’s situation that he was only

living in his sister’s house in her living room till he found somewhere to stay.

Eventually South east homeless team agreed to overturn their homeless

decision and accepted Mr H as statutorily homeless. We highlighted the

client’s housing needs and got him rehoused by Govanhill housing.

c) Doris and her daughter Jessica were staying with friends, but had to leave

as her friend’s husband moving back in to the flat. Home office was still in

the process of making a decision on her legacy application while her

daughter was a British national. Contacted south east homeless casework

team and they advised us that Dorris and her daughter were entitled to

homelessness assistance and should present at Hamish Alan centre .While

Hamish Alan centre carried out their assessment on client’s homeless

application , we provided accomoodation to Dorris and Jessica through

one of our accommodation volunteers. On assessment the case was

forwarded to social work who then agreed to provide accommodation at

a B&B until they carried out their own investigation on this case. Once

social work completed their investigation they informed us that they could

not provide Dorris with accommodation as she did not have access to

public funds. They were willing to support her daughter as she was a

British national. We disputed this decision under section 22 of the

homeless act, as Doris was the carer for her daughter and therefore social

work had a duty to re-house the pair together. On intervention and appeal

of this decision, social work agreed to accommodate them for a few more

days . We ended up  supporting the client and her daughter for several

months to come whereas the City Council should have been considerate

of the situation and continued the support.

Racial Harassment

It often takes years to resolve racial harassment cases. 

a) Where racial harassment is from  other tenants, Housing Providers are

reluctant to offer rehousing as a solution to deal with the issue straight away.

b) Housing applications to Housing Associations may not neccessarily get

priority even when racial harassment points are awarded  . Housing

Allocations policy vary from a Housing Association to another and housing

offer is based on high points which cannot be attained with racial

harassment points alone.

c) Conviction of perpetrators in the neighbourhood can be a long drawn out

process involving the landlord, the police, court hearings and availability of

evidence which is not easy to gather.

Our caseworkers liaise with Community safety services to offer one to one support

to victims of racial harassment, advice them on hate crime reporting. As a third

party reporting centre we report hate crime on behalf of the client where they

need additional support and guidance to report. We work with mainstream

organisations, housing providers , public sector and third sector organisations to

address the problem of racial harassment through policies and procedures..

Mrs Parveen is a refugee single parent who was rehoused in a GHA secured

tenancy in 2007 after obtaining leave to remain. 2-3 months after being

rehoused , Mrs Parveen informed us that since she had moved to the  flat,

she has been socially isolated , faced racial abuse and  felt vulnerable in the

area .Their family were visible as a minority ethnic family in a predominantly

white area. Her son has been badly attacked and robbed off his bike by the

local youngsters and she felt this attack was racially motivated.  We advised

the client about reporting this as a hate crime . While the police investigated

into the incident , the family lived in constant fear and wanted to move . We

informed the housing provider about the incident, who agreed to assist the

client if there was no improvement in the situation but were not in a position

to take action against the perpetrators due to lack of evidence. Our

caseworker supported the client and assured the client of the process.

Meanwhile we referred Mrs Parveen to Victim Support as we recognized the

fact that client was emotionally distressed and needed further support. Mrs

Parveen was worried about her child’s progress in school because the

teachers had noted that the child had become withdrawn ,quiet and aloof.

Mrs Parveen was also concerned about her son having sleepless nights and

nightmares which was detrimental to his general health. We advised client to

seek help from GP who referred him to a psychiatrist for further support . We

gathered letters of support from the Police, Housing Association, Victim

support and the Psychiatrist to support a move for the family.Victim support

provided a letter of support stating that the family have been victims of assault

and are under a lot of stress therefore they would like to move to another

area. Mrs Parveen felt she was unable to cope with the situation any more

and decided to move to a private let in another area. Within months she was

looking to be rehoused in social tenancy as she found the rent unaffordable.

We assisted the client to apply to areas of her choice. We also advised her

that her waiting list applications did not give her priority as her new application

only gave her insecurity of tenure points. She was made an offer by Glenoaks

Housing Association but she was not willing to consider being rehoused in

an area she did not know. After a wait of three years , client was rehoused in

a multicultural area of her choice by Cathcart Housing Association.
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Destitute Asylum Seekers

Thousands of refused asylum seekers continue to be forced into destitution1

in the uK.  Made homeless, denied employment, and access to state

support, many asylum seekers are presented with a false choice.  destitution,

or a return to their countries of origin. Refused asylum seekers unable to

immediately return can apply for “Section 4,”2 provided they are taking steps

to leave the uK, or are appealing against their refusal.  However, many

refused asylum seekers simply cannot return.  Some will not be accepted

back by their governments; others face persecution, violence, or conditions

that are too unsafe and volatile.3 As a result of this policy, and of delays and

incompetency in the asylum system, many people find themselves destitute.

In 2013, 264 asylum seekers and their dependents relied on the Lifeline

Project for “handouts” of food, shelter and emergency crisis payments.

These cases include families, pregnant women, young people under 21,

people with physical and mental health problems, and victims of severe

trauma.  They are less likely to be able to get out of the cycle of destitution,

many will become part of society’s invisible citizens, facing the constant fear

of being detained indefinitely or deported despite potentially having a good

case for leave to remain.  In the face of such policies, for many destitution can

be a preferable option.

The Lifeline Project

The Lifeline Project helps vulnerable people challenge destitution and find

hope, self worth, and some stability and resolution in their lives.  Our project

assists destitute asylum seekers by:

• Providing temporary shelter in the homes of our volunteers or in hostels;

• Giving destitution payments from our Hardship Fund for food, hostel

accommodation or other essentials;

• Providing practical advice and support, including access to lawyers, liaising

with the SRC for Section 4 applications, and helping find options for

leaving,

• Signposting destitute clients to other practical sources of support, e.g.

washing facilities, free food sources, clothing, hygiene packs, sleeping

bags.

ultimately, the project makes a difference by giving vulnerable people the

breathing space to assess their options and secure the support needed to

gain a positive decision on their asylum claim or be granted a type of ‘Leave

to Remain’, or leave voluntarily, if that is their wish.

We are grateful to the following people who so generously provided shelter

in their homes during the year: Sally Beaumont, Zora King, Mary Child, Edith

Facenna, Alison Swinfen, Julie Manley, Jo Haythorthwaite  and Rachael

Smith. We are also very grateful to the many individuals and charitable trusts

who donated to the project during the year. A complete list of supporters is

provided at the end of this report.  

Key Results

Challenging destitution and poverty

• In 2013, Positive Action in Housing provided emergency support to 264

destitute service users (238 cases), including 9 adult dependents, 9

children and 8 unborn children who were forced into destitution because

of the uK Government’s policy towards appeals rights exhausted asylum

seekers. 

• We assisted destitute asylum seekers from 37 countries (35 in 2012). The

majority were from Iran (18%), Iraq (16%), Zimbabwe (7%), Afghanistan

(4%), Eritrea (4%), Sudan (4%), Nigeria (3%), Pakistan (3%) and Algeria

(3%), all countries with poor human rights records.

Destitute asylum seekers by country of origin: 2013

Numbers assisted 2004-2013

1Destitution is the lack of means to meet basic needs of shelter, warmth, food, water and health.

Refused asylum seekers are forbidden by law to work, access benefits or homelessness or hostel

accommodation.
2Accommodation and voucher support.
3Verified by CIA and Amnesty country reports as well as the British Foreign Office advice on travelling

to certain countries.
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• We gave out 1,069 emergency crisis payments totalling £25,671 to

prevent vulnerable people going hungry or becoming street

homeless. This includes £2,605 donated to 14 destitute clients by St

Martin’s in the Field Vicars’ Relief Fund.

• We provided 530 nights of free shelter through our volunteers. 

• We made 103 referrals of mostly single males to the Glasgow Night Shelter.

We provided crisis payments to those attending the Night Shelter. We

assisted destitute service users to access up to 1442 nights of shelter at

the Glasgow Night Shelter. The Shelter is based in a church and service

users can sleep there from 8 pm to 8 am and get a breakfast before leaving.

As a member of the Glasgow Destitution Network, Positive Action in

Housing helped set up and publicise the night shelter in November 2011. 

• We ran a highly successful Winter drop-in surgery during which 128

destitute asylum seekers were provided with food hampers, toiletries,

clothes, shoes and cash to help them sustain during the Christmas and

New Year break.

• We distributed food and fresh fruit donated fortnightly by volunteers from

the Glasgow Central Mosque. We also distributed food hampers donated

by the Glasgow Destitution Food Programme. 

• We gave out bus passes to cover costs involved in essential travelling to

home office for sign-in, doctor and solicitor appointments. We distributed

114 bus passes provided by Refugee Survival Trust. 

Vulnerable people are made more vulnerable because of enforced destitution

• 175  service users (73%) were identified as “additionally vulnerable” These

include the elderly, young people, children within families, pregnant

women, and those with physical or mental health problems, people who

have suffered some form of trauma, for example, torture, genital mutilation,

domestic violence or sex trafficking. 

Age/Gender

• 39 women (16%) were found to be destitute.  Women facing destitution

are at particular risk of exploitation.

• 126 destitute asylum seekers (54%) who sought help from the Lifeline

Project were aged between 26 and 39 years old

• 52 (22%) were aged between 19 and 25 years old. Of these 6 were young

women.

• 48 (20%) were aged between 40 and 59 years old.

• 9 (4%) were aged between 60 and 72 years old.

The Royal College of Psychiatrists noted in 2007 that:

“The psychological health of refugees and asylum seekers currently worsens

on contact with the UK asylum system...the full range of social and medical

care services should be available at all times throughout the asylum process,

including (for) those whose claims have failed, whilst they remain legally in the

UK”.

Our Chair, Jelina Berlow-Rahman helps out at the Winter Destitution

Surgery

2013: Reasons behind destitution

2013: Additionally vulnerable

2013: Gender of
destitute asylum

seekers

2013: destitute
asylum seekers by

age
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Long term destitution

• 146 (61%) cases this year were on-going cases from previous years,

from 2004-2012.  The remaining 92 (39%) were new cases.  

• 68 Service users (45%) have been intermittently destitute for 3-9 years

• 78 service users (53%) have been destitute for 1 to 2 years. 

• Destitution is a long-term issue for many, who are at risk of becoming

invisible citizens, vulnerable to exploitation.

Mental and physical health

• 58 people (24%) were recorded as suffering from severe mental or physical

health problems. However, we suspect under-reporting and intend to

report a clearer picture in 2014.

Families, children and the unborn

Children and young people are particularly vulnerable and at risk of

exploitative relationships if forced to be reliant on others for food and shelter.

Another concern is the welfare of pregnant women who face risks to their

own and their unborn baby’s health because of destitution. We counted 8

pregnant women amongst the destitute, and helped 7 families with children.

Housing situation at first point of contact with the Lifeline Project

• 96 households (47%) were staying with other asylum seekers or friends

when they first approached the Lifeline Project. 

• 38 households (23%) were about to be evicted.

• 43 (21%) were absolutely destitute.

How the asylum process hinders genuine asylum claims

• 184 service users (84%) were made destitute despite being in the process

of lodging a fresh claim or a judicial review.  As a consequence of removing

this support, many genuine cases were put in serious jeopardy.

• Asylum seekers are most at risk of destitution when they move from one

stage of asylum process to the next. This is often caused by difficulties in

administering support by uKBA and a lack of understanding of the asylum

process by asylum claimants (key finding 21 days later 2012 report).  The

lack of information on Section 4 support, the delay in processing

applications,  and the arbitrary suspension of support are other key causes

of destitution.

Charitable provision is at breaking point

• Despite the uK government’s claims to the contrary, the problem of

destitution, and more specifically long term destitution, continues to be a

feature of the asylum process for many vulnerable people.

• The Lifeline Project delivers a holistic service, providing destitute asylum

seekers in Scotland with food, shelter, clothing and crisis payments, as

well as practical advice and support.

• Our resources to support destitute people are being pushed beyond the

limit – the bad economic climate is making it harder to deliver this project.

• Amongst destitute people, we have witnessed incidents of aggression,

threats of self harm, suicide and worsening mental health problems caused

by increased levels of desperation.

Looking ahead

In 2014, we need to raise £30,000 to pay for the continuing operation of the

Hardship Fund and £50,000 for two Destitution Support Workers. The money

raised is going solely to helping those who are left destitute, hungry and

unable to return to their country of origin. Please help us carry out this

important humanitarian work in one of the following ways:

• Give a regular or one-off secure online  donation via

www.justgiving.com/paih/donate. Alternatively, you can give via PayPal

at www.paypal-marketing.co.uk to donate@paih.org.

• Become one of our charity fundraisers and get sponsored to do a run,

sleep out, do a coffee morning or a sponsored silence, or some other

activity. You can set up a sponsorship page at www.justgiving.com and

ask your friends and family to give a donation on your page.  For more info

email home@paih.org.

2013: Long term destitution

2013: Length of destitution

2013: Housing situation at first approach
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Genuine refugees are left destitute, but Mr and Mrs X insist on Paying

back the Generosity of those who helped them in the worst of times

Mr X and his wife left China and arrived in the uK in 2007. Mr X is Roman

Catholic, but he refused to join the Chinese Government Catholic religion.

He feared being arrested if he returned to China for refusing to join the

Chinese Government Catholic religion. The couple were staying in the GDN

Night Shelter, when they were referred to us  in November 2012. Positive

Action in Housing arranged for Mr and Mrs X to stay with one of our

accommodation volunteers, Edith, whilst they seeking assistance from their

solicitor to submit a fresh claim for their asylum case. However in transpired

the couple did not have an asylum claim with uKBA, and an initial claim must

be submitted at Croydon. After gathering petitions from their local

congregation confirming they have been regular attendants, they went to

Croydon to make their asylum claim in February 2013. On their return to

Glasgow, uKBA did not provide Mr and Mrs X asylum accommodation as

agreed during their asylum interview in Croydon. Positive Action in Housing

continued to provide financial support during this period, whilst they waited

for their asylum accommodation and support to be resolved. At the end of

March 2013 the couple were granted leave to remain. In June 2013, Mr X

found paid work. With his first wage packet, he gave £100 to Edith and asked

her to donate it to Positive Action in Housing’s Hardship Fund. We were

touched by this generous gesture. 
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The last man in Red Road

August 2012: Meet Jamal, 35, from Iraq, one of several would be refugees

facing eviction proceedings by the Y People (formerly YMCA) and being

supported by Positive Action in Housing’s Lifeline Project. The Y People

(YMCA) - a “Christian” charity - was evicting Jamal in the full knowledge that

such a move would result in him being made absolutely destitute. Y People’s

multimillion pound contract with the uKBA ended controversial when the

scottish asylum housing contract was awarded to SERCO, a private

contractor that runs prisons and detention centres across the world. Jamal

and the remaining asylum seekers no longer generate profits for Y People

and they must leave.

Jamal is the only resident in a derelict high rise block of flats in Glasgow’s

notorious Red Road. He keeps two borrowed canaries for company. The

flats are due for demolition and Jamal, like several other refugee families

across the city, is refusing to leave. He gets a small crisis payment from

Positive Action in Housing’s Lifeline project, along with food rations, and

receives a free meal twice a week in a local mosque. His former neighbours,

the Serhyk family, jumped three years ago from the 15th floor flat above,

when they were about to be made destitute. Jamal says he understands why

the family killed themselves, and thought of doing the same at times, as did

others. “If I decide to jump from these flats with my canaries, ill fall but at

least my birds can fly”, he smiles wry. “I didn’t come to this country to stay

in a high rise flat and take money or charity.I lived a very normal life before the

uK bombed my country. I never planned on leaving but it became impossible

there. I believed that the uK believed in human rights, I hoped to find a job

and build my life again without depending on anyone, but for three years, I

have been sitting useless, waiting for a decision, what a waste, ending up like

this. They are crazy to think I will stay on the streets. i have my dignity still.

They bombed my country, now they are demolishing blocks of flats all round

me, its terrifying being here alone , especially at night, and the concierge

turns off the intercom, so getting letters or receiving visitors is impossible,

but this is the only home i have left. So what would you do? Probably the

same thing.”

Jamal's solicitors, Fraser Latta & Co, fought the eviction. The Judge decided

that Jamal must leave Red Road with 6 weeks notice on condition that Y

People must provide him free accommodation for a minimum of a year. The

Lifeline Project continues to provide him emergency crisis payments while

he awaits a decision on his asylum claim.
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April 2012: Karzan and Shewa, from Iraq, were amongst 156 asylum seekers

who faced eviction by their landlord, Y People, (YMCA). Positive Action in

Housing provided the couple with weekly crisis funds for food and electricity,

and assisted them to find good legal support. Their story caught the media’s

attention. In September 2012, the couple had their emergency support (Section

4) reinstated while their lawyer seeks a Judicial Review of their case. At the time

of writing, Karzan and Shewa remain effectively stuck in the asylum system while

their solicitor pursues a judicial review. Who knows if their letters are even

opened by the uKBA. The Lifeline project and the food bank provide food and

crisis payments to the couple in the meantime.

November 2013 update: Karzan and Shewa continue to await a decision on

their asylum claim. They receive no financial support and the Lifeline Project

continues to provide them with emergency crisis payments.
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Case Studies

Backlog of cases which causes destitution amongst genuine refugees

a) Mr Y made his asylum claim in the in the uK in May 2003. He first

approached Positive Action in Housing in December 2011 and was living

care of friends. In a letter dated 16/11/2011 sent to his MP, the uKBA

indicated that Mr Y will be granted leave to remain after security checks.

Since then he has not had any updates regarding security checks. Mr Y

therefore remains destitute to this day.

b) Mr K , 65 years old , an asylum seeker from Pakistan arrived in the uK on a

work visa in 1995. Later he applied for asylum due to a political conflict in his

country and fear of persecution if he returned. He stayed with friends until

2011.  He was referred to the Lifeline project by Scottish Refugee Council.

The SRC informed us that the client was waiting for a “legacy” decision. While

Mr K waits for a decision to be made, the Lifeline Project has been his sole

source of support. He has received emergency payments and food parcels

for three years now. There is no other answer. He is also staying with a host

family whom he met through friends.

c) Mr T is a single male asylum seeker, 57, from Iran , who arrived in the uK in

2005. He was initially provided with asylum support by uKBA. However in

May 2008 he was evicted from his asylum accommodation and became

destitute. The client was referred by Scottish Refugee Council to us on

18/08/08. SRC informed us that client had applied for legacy case resolution

and needed additional support due to his medical problems. Mr T has a heart

condition and is receiving treatment for Cardiomyopathy .We provided

financial support to the client for 3 years while he stayed care of other asylum

seekers in Glasgow. He went to London with a friend but returned to

Glasgow for support from friends here. In addition to intermittent support

from the hardship fund ,we also assisted him to access individual grants

offered by other trusts and charities. Eventually after 5 years of destitution, he

was given section 4 support in Feb. 2013 . But he is still waiting for his legacy

decision from the uKBA

Ethnicity Dispute

a) Ms Y is ,an elderly lady, originally from Somalia, who had been living care of

relatives in Southampton but was asked to leave at short notice. She had

been mistreated and forced to work within the home. She approached

Scottish Refugee Council (SRC) after arriving in Glasgow and was referred to

the Lifeline Project by her solicitors in March 2012. With nowhere to stay,

Positive Action in Housing initially provided Ms Y with several nights of hostel

accommodation. After a few days we accommodated Ms Y through a

volunteer family on our accommodation register. Her asylum appeals were

turned down twice as home office refused to believe that Khadija was a

Baijuni.  Baijuni tribes are persecuted in Somalia for being a minority.

According to uKBA’s ‘Somalia Country of Origin Information’ (17 January

2012, paragraph 19.45), Bajuni people occupied a low status in Somali and

in the past have been subject to attack by Somali militia. After waiting 11

months, Miss X’s solicitor was able to make an appointment with a Bajuni

expert in London, who confirmed to the uKBA that the client was indeed a

Bajuni from the region. However uKBA were not satisfied with the conclusion

of the report. At the time of writing, Khadija’s solicitor is submitting a “first

tier” tribunal appeal in relation to uKBA’s decision about her ethnic origin. 

b) Mrs Kaur is a single mother who lives with her two sons aged 20 yrs and 22

yrs.  They arrived in the uK in May 2007 fleeing Afghanistan as they suffered

religious persecution.  The uKBA provided support whilst investigating the

family’s case for asylum. The uKBA decided it was safe for Mrs Kaur and

her family to return. In April 2011 the family applied for section 4 on the

grounds of article 8 of the Human Rights Act.  The uKBA refused this on the

basis that the family does not meet the criteria under Article 8. The uKBA

believe it is safe for the family to return to Afghanistan despite evidence of the

religious intolerance and harassment that Sikhs suffer in Afghanistan. The

uKBA use evidence from the Afghanistan country of origin information in

making decisions.  This report provides evidence that Sikh people are targets

of persecution and discrimination and that the Afghan Government shows a

lack of responsiveness to protect religious minority groups. The family’s lawyer

applied for a judicial review which was refused as uKBA believe the family

may still have family connection in Afghanistan or should go to India where

the majority of Sikhs live. They have no connection with India and have never

lived there. However the family has lived in Glasgow for over 6 years and has

built a life here within the community. Their support was discontinued in May

2011. Mrs Kaur and her family no longer receive case support and are

currently facing eviction from Y-People accommodation. The family is still

fighting to overturn the decision from the home office. They are currently

waiting for a court date for the eviction process. In the meantime Positive

Action in Housing provide the family with emergency crisis  payments and

food parcels.

Delays in Section 4 Decisions

a) Miss A is a single female asylum seeker and 28 weeks pregnant. Her asylum

case was refused, asylum support stopped and she was in asylum

accommodation pending eviction. She applied for Section 4 support based

on her advanced stage of pregnancy on 09/03/2012. However Miss A was

not given her Section 4 application decision until 04/04/2012 (a lapse of 27

days). During this period she was relying on charity organisations for food,

and was left to remain in her pre-eviction flat without electricity.

b) Mr A is a Chinese destitute asylum seeker (age 57). He approached our office

in October 2011 .He was living care of friends until recently but was asked

to leave at short notice. When Mr A approached our office he was found to

be vulnerable and at risk of rough sleeping. He had already slept rough inside

a bus station.  Also he had an underlying heart condition (he was an inpatient

for a week at a hospital in Glasgow, and still attends medical appointments

relating to this). Scottish Refugee Council helped him to apply for Section 4

support the week before, based on a further submission made at the Home

Office in Liverpool. Mr A was granted Section 4 support on 07/12/2011, 57

days after his Section 4 application was submitted.

c) Miss Z was 5 months pregnant when she approached our office for support.

She is an asylum seeker whose case was refused whilst living c/o friends. Her

friend asked her to leave because they could no longer support her. She

applied for Section 4 support due to being at an advanced stage of

pregnancy and was granted in Nov 2011. Despite being granted Section 4

support this was not sufficient for her circumstances. In particular for travel:

Miss Z still had to report to 200 Brand Street but was deemed not eligible for

travel assistance because she lived inside the 3 mile radius criteria. With a

young baby it was difficult for her to report to her local uKBA office without

travel assistance.
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URGENT WINTER DESTITUTION APPEAL 2013 

CRISIS PAYMENTS, FOOD, WINTER NIGHT SHELTER, SURVIVAL

PACKS AND WARM CHILDRENS CLOTHING FOR DESTITUTE (OR

POTENTIALLY DESTITUTE) ASYLUM SEEKERS & THEIR FAMILIES

OVER CHRISTMAS PERIOD  

WHEN: Wednesday, 18th December 2013, 9.30 am to 3.30 pm 

WHERE: 98 West George Street, Glasgow G2 1PJ

All enquiries to home@paih.org or 0141 353 2220 Click on this link to give a

safe, secure online donation now 

http://www.justgiving.com/Winter-Destitution-Appeal 

Positive Action in Housing (Scottish Registered Charity No: SC027577 ) is

running its annual Winter destitution surgery which targets the poor and

destitute, especially destitute asylum seekers and their families who are at risk

of destitution and provides them with food, Shelter, Cash Support, toiletries as

well as warm clothing and blankets over Christmas and New Year.   

On Wednesday, 18th December 2013, we will be giving out Food Packs,

Warm Clothing, Hygiene Packs, Access to temporary shelter, Cash Support,

Legal Support and useful Information Packs to Destitute Asylum Seekers and

their dependents. We will be helping the young, old, women, children and those

with physical and mental health problems. Hot drinks, soup and bread will be

provided on the day. 

By delivering this Winter Surgery we aim to reach vulnerable destitute people

(and their dependents) over Christmas and New Year. We also aim to keep

contact with service users afterwards in order to provide continued support until

they resolve their destitution crisis. 

1. HOW TO MAKE REFERRALS 

Statutory (health, GPs, social work, police) and voluntary organisations, trade

unions, and faith groups are all encouraged to refer asylum-seeking individuals

and families who they find are destitute, or at risk of destitution (including those

without cash support) to the winter destitution surgery. We will give out cash

support, food, shelter or clothes support to cover  the Christmas and New Year

period. We will also provide on-going support throughout 2013 in order to try

to help individuals achieve a safe home and resolve their status in this country.  

To make a referral, email home@paih.org with the subject heading "Destitution

Referral Request" and provide, for each client, the following details: 

a) Full names 

b) dates of birth 

c) nos. in household 

d) current links with referring organisation or group,  

e) additional vulnerabilities and/or exceptional circumstances and any safety

issues we should be aware of;  

f) Please state clearly what is required and how you want us to help each

client(s)). We will give appointments to referrals. Caseworkers will be on hand

on the 19th. 

HOW TO VOLUNTEER AND/OR DONATE ITEMS 

Volunteers and supporters are encouraged to bring donations of the following

items, which will be given out free to those in need: 

1. Sealed food items, e.g. rice, pasta, sauces, tins of soup (non-meat), tea,

coffee, chocolate. 

2. Toiletries and hygiene products e.g. tooth brush/toothpaste, men’s shaving

products, soap, shampoo, deodorant, feminine hygiene products 

3. Washed and ironed winter clothes for children and babies (if possible, please

mark clothes with ages and whether for boys/girls) 

Please drop donations off on any working day (except Monday) between 10

am and 4 pm at Positive Action in Housing, 98 West George Street, Glasgow

G2 1PJ between now and Tuesday 17 December 2013 

Anyone willing to volunteer or lend a hand on the day is asked to email

home@paih.org. 

Any caterers who can provide homemade vegetable soup and fresh made

bread/rolls to give out on the 18th should email home@paih.org . 

2. FINANCIAL DONATIONS 

When you're stripped of your most basic human rights: the right to food, shelter,

warmth and paid work, thinking about your future becomes impossible. You

are living day to day, hand to mouth, and trying to find your next day's meal or

safe shelter.  The cycle of long term destitution, mental health problems and

further family breakdown becomes inevitable. 

The Lifeline project aims to bring

stability to the lives of destitute

asylum seekers and their

families in a safe, confidential

environment.  It allows people

the necessary breathing space

to reconsider their options in a

supportive environment. The

Lifeline Project provides

befrienders, volunteers and

advisers whose job it is to meet

basic human needs of food,

warmth, shelter and social

networks in order to bring back

stability and hope for a more

positive outcome to their status

in the uK by providing access
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to good legal support and the chance of often erroneous asylum decisions

being overturned by judical review. 

Any donation you can give, no matter how modest, is enormously

appreciated.To help as many destitute asylum seekers and their dependents

over Christmas/New Year and throughout 2013/14, we need financial

donations*. Please donate now, it takes a few seconds. you can make a one

off donation or give regularly by standing order. 

How to donate: 

1. Give an online donation now using credit/debit card or paypal safely and

securely via Just giving by clicking here

http://www.justgiving.com/Winter-Destitution-Appeal. (leave a message of

support or donate anonymously - it’s up to you plus Justgiving collects the

Gift Aid for us leaving us to concentrate on our charitable work). Remember

to tick the box to ensure your donation is “gift aided”, thus adding an extra

25% if you’re a uK taxpayer. 

2. Give a regular, monthly donation at www.justgiving.com/paih/donate 

3. Send a cheque made payable to PAIH Ltd (please mark the back of the

cheque Hardship Fund – Winter Appeal), and post to: The Chief Executive,

Positive Action in Housing Ltd, 98 West George Street, Glasgow G2 1PJ. 

4. Alternatively, donate by SMS (mobile phone text messages): just text

PAIH99, with £1, £2, £3, £5 or £10, to 70070, e.g. text PAIH99 £5 to 70070. 

5. To make a cash donation, please make an appointment by first emailing

home@paih.org. (We will then have two members of staff on hand to

collect, record and receipt your donation). 

For more info, email home@paih.org ; or call Robina or Razgar on 0141 353

7972.  

* Please note: this is the ONLY destitution appeal seeking donations which go

directly to provide food, shelter and humanitarian support to destitute asylum

seekers and their families in Glasgow (and other parts of Scotland).  

ABOUT POSITIVE ACTION IN HOUSING’S LIFELINE PROJECT 

In 2012, the Lifeline project provided a hardship fund, food, temporary shelter

and practical advice and support to 268 destitute asylum seekers.  

We provided hundreds of nights of emergency shelter (through hostels and our

volunteers). We gave out crisis payments totalling over £2000 per month from

the Hardship Fund.  

The Fund is paid for by private donations. Two thirds of those who we helped

were “additionally vulnerable”: the elderly, children, pregnant women,

young women under the age of 25, those with mental or physical health

problems, survivors of trauma, for example, torture, sex trafficking or

domestic violence. 

Destitute asylum seekers are forbidden to seek work or access public funds or

emergency housing. The Hardship Fund is paid for by private donations.

Without this project, they would be left street homeless and exposed to

exploitation.  

The Hardship fund gives crisis payments to people all over Scotland throughout

the year who are at risk of being destitute. We currently give out crisis payments

to vulnerable people, including pregnant women, young people, families, elderly

people and those suffering from severe mental health problems, HIV or diabetes. 

We desperately need donations to allow us to continue this much needed

humanitarian work. 

Positive Action in Housing Ltd acknowledges the generous support of the

various charitable trusts and hundreds of individuals who donate to and support

this vital, humanitarian work  

Positive Action in Housing is a Scottish Registered Charity No: SC027577 and

a Company Limited by Guarantee Company Reg No: 158867. Registered

Office: 98 West George Street, Glasgow G2 1PJ. Tel: 0141 353 2220 Fax: 0141

353 3882 e: home@paih.org w:www.paih.org
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Food Bank 

For many of our clients, accessing vital resources such as food, shelter and

money can be extremely difficult, particularly for destitute asylum seekers

who have been cut off from any support whatsoever. While we put much

effort into making long-term positive impacts on the treatment of refugees

and asylum seekers, we also provide more immediate support. The food

bank is part of this immediate work, and over the past few months especially,

we have been increasing our capabilities to provide basic food packs to our

clients – for short term ‘emergency’ provision, and general, basic food packs

for those suffering fuel poverty or debt. 

Why the food bank was set up

Firstly, 92% of our service users live in poverty or destitution. Secondly, we

support almost 300 asylum seekers who have been made destitute and have

virtually no access to resources other than “handouts” from charities.  

What we are doing

Calum Lindsay, our sessional worker until August 2013, set up a basic food

distribution system, increasing our ability to support more people, and

establish ourselves amongst Glasgow’s food bank network. Sophie then took

over.

The Food Bank aims to provide healthy, nutritious and culturally appropriate

food to the most vulnerable. We rely on generous donations from Glasgow

Central Mosque, as part of Feed Glasgow – an initiative run by volunteers

and supporting organisations to feed the homeless people of Glasgow. We

also rely on FareShare, a national charity which collects surplus food from

supermarkets around the city and distributes it to other charities. These

provisions include rice, pasta, tins of chopped tomatoes, chick peas, and

soups, uHT milk, biscuits, fresh fruit, and more. As part of Qurbani Eid this

year, Feed Glasgow also generously provided Halal Lamb for 80 families.

Facts and figures:

As our food distribution has only taken the form of an official ‘food bank’

since 1st June, this is when official statistics for it start. We have provided

110 people with food packs since this date comprising:

• 92 destitute asylum seekers, 3 asylum seekers, 8 refugees, 3 settled

BMEs, 3 New Migrant, 1 Scottish, 

• 81 males and 29 females

• 93 single people, 6 single parents, 5 couples, 6 couples with children 

Looking forward

We are continuing to expand our food distribution so we can support more

destitute asylum seekers and vulnerable people in Glasgow. We need to

locate more regular and consistent food donations, and are currently in the

process of engaging with schools and with Glasgow university’s STAR

(Student Action for Refugees) for help. We must engage further with local

food shops and networks to ensure we can continue with a consistent

service. We also encourage individuals to donate to us whenever they can.

Sophie will be leaving us in December and in 2014 we will be looking to

appoint a new food bank coordinator. 
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Sophie McLeish, 21, Volunteer and Sessional Worker

“I started volunteering with Positive Action in Housing in July 2013 after graduating with an International Relations degree at the university of Edinburgh. I

wanted to gain some experience in working with asylum seekers and people from migrant communities and had heard of the great work PAiH was involved in.

Having been given the chance to volunteer with them I was immediately welcomed into their wonderfully friendly team and given much responsibility assisting

Calum in expanding their food bank, and involving myself in interesting tasks around the office. When Calum left, I took over as sessional worker and entered

into the exciting adventure of continuing the development of the food bank and holding responsibility for the project’s coordination. My main plan for the project

now is to tap into the generous society of Glasgow and locate as much in the way of food donations as I can! It has been an incredibly interesting experience,

and I have met so many wonderful and diverse people coming into our office.

“Working at Positive Action in Housing has really opened my eyes to the dedication and commitment so many people have for issues of human rights, and the

efforts people put towards seeking an equal and fair society. My main goal for the next few years is to involve myself in international campaigns and organisations

working in the context of human rights and international justice, and to develop my ideas on activism and achieving positive results. At the end of the year I am

leaving to travel Malaysia for a few months, hoping to gain an insight into their amazing culture, and in April I am moving to Bangkok to do an internship with

the Human Development Forum Foundation, which will involve researching and promoting regional cooperation, assisting the training of NGO aid workers

working in volatile situations, and hopefully using the skills I have gained at Positive Action in Housing to pioneer new projects!”
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New Migrants Action Project 

The New Migrants Action Project, started in July 2008, is now in its sixth year

promoting equal access for Scotland’s new migrants to services. This report sees

NMAP entering a 3 year period of Scottish Government’s Equalities Fund. It has

been another challenging year for us and our service users with the continuing

difficult economic climate and austerity measures affecting migrant workers, many

without the social or statutory safety nets available to uK nationals, severely.

The project is led by Iain Chisholm, project coordinator, and his team consists

of Lia Dmitrieva, project officer and Diana-Florina Indreiu and Roxana Dragomir

both sessional workers in our Romanian Roma advice project in Govanhill.

Project Outcomes

1. A8 and A2 nationals will be better informed about their rights and

empowered to pursue their own employment and welfare entitlements

independently and to share this information with their communities.    

2. Migrants from the European Economic Area will be better informed about

their housing options, be empowered to pursue the best option for them

and be able to share this information with their communities.

3. Agencies in Scotland are better informed of migrants’ rights and

entitlements and better able to meet their needs.

4. New migrant community groups in Hamilton and Govanhill are established;

their confidence and capacity build to identify and address needs in their

own communities and to establish bridges, bonds and links.

Advice and Information Provision 

In 2013, we saw 687 presentations at our advice drop-ins an 8% increase on the

634 presentations in 2011-12. Service users often present with multiple issues.

Govanhill has become our most popular drop-in, visits increasing by 20% on

last year, Hamilton increasing in visits by 16%. Our Glasgow City drop-in has

seen visits fall by 7%.

Demand for Welfare Rights advice has increased considerably from 25% to

62% of all issues compared with the previous year. Our service users in

Govanhill particularly are finding it very difficult to access benefits with claims

for tax credits and housing benefit taking many months to process, reviews

and appeals and repeat claims are the norm. 

Calculating the increase in income for clients in Govanhill alone who have

reported successful benefits applications achieved through casework carried

out in the second 6 months of this period, we see an increased income of

£31,423.67. We consider this to be a conservative estimate because we

know that some people do not report back to us when their applications for

benefits are successful. Once benefits entitlement has been established,

claims are likely to continue in the following financial year, so it is not

unreasonable to predict an added £64000 from these claims alone in

2013-14 entering the Govanhill area’s economy.

Our service users came from 11 Eu countries and spoke 13 preferred

languages. Romania, Estonia and Latvia remained our three best represented

countries due to us targeting our services in Govanhill and Hamilton at

communities who find it difficult to access mainstream services. The number of

Polish service users reduced again compared to last year reflecting their long

stays in Glasgow and the availability of services provided by Polish workers.

“Successful settlement in Scotland for migrant workers is built

on basic access to work, sufficient income and secure housing.

The work of New Migrants Action Project has improved the

lives of service users and their families by providing advice,

information and casework to individuals. People tell us they

are more settled, more independent and feel more confident in

dealing with their own problems.”

“Our continued reputation for providing excellent specialist

training on migrants’ rights allowed us to reach Highland,

Orkney and Eilean Siar Councils and complete training for

workers from each Scottish local authority area.”

“Hamilton’s Russian speaking community, who had found

themselves excluded from many services and unaware of basic

rights, this year showed the confidence and feeling of belonging

necessary to join together in defending their interests.”
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Information sessions were presented in their local area to tenants of 5 RSLs

from Glasgow, South Lanarkshire and North Lanarkshire and also private

tenants on universal Credit and Welfare Reform, the subjects of most

concern to participants. They were presented in Russian and English with

translated written information and glossary for participants to refer to.

We asked participants to complete a short multilingual evaluation form to

assess the sessions. Feedback showed that people felt they were relevant,

well delivered, the printed information was useful and that they were better

placed to manage dealing with their day to day problems. 

Training and working with other agencies

• In total we provided training for 114 individuals from statutory and voluntary

organsiations.

• We provided 7 half-day Eu National in-house training sessions to 68

participants from 27 agencies.

• We provided a full day Eu, Refugee and Asylum Seeker course to 15

participants from 5 agencies from Edinburgh, Fife and Aberdeen. 

• We provided 2 full-day Eu and Refugee rights training courses to 24

Highland Council housing and homelessness workers in Inverness.

Participants came from Inverness, Orkney, Wick, Nairn and Fort William. 

• We provided one full-day Eu and Refugee rights training course in

Stornoway to 7 Eilean Siar Council housing and homelessness workers.

• Evaluations were strongly positive. We are continually responding to

feedback and suggestions for improvement and change, developing the

courses to improve content and presentation. 

• We responded to 31 telephone and email enquiries from statutory and

voluntary agencies asking for advice on complex issues regarding Right to

Reside, homelessness and entitlement to welfare benefits.

• We met with Glasgow Homelessness Network to advise on their No

Recourse to Public Funds work.

• We contributed advice and information to the Daisy Chain Govanhill Early

Years Project feasibility study.

• We met South East Integration Network coordinator to discuss progress

and development of the project.

• We attended training for the NHS Healthy Working Lives project.

• We attended and contributed to COSLA Strategic Migration Partnership’s

Social and Cultural Impacts of Migration conference.

• We contributed to the Roma Employability Group meetings regarding

Romanian Roma.

• We contributed to the South East Integration Network monthly meetings.

• We attended and contributed to the SEIN Romanian Roma subgroup meetings

and participated in the development of the resource mapping project.

• We contributed to the Scottish Migrant Network meetings.

Supporting Community Engagement

East European Migrants Association in Hamilton registered as a charity with

OSCR in April 2012. They have continued to collaborate with our project in

promoting our casework and information sessions. 

The Glasgow South East Integration Network (SEIN) Romanian Roma

sub-group met on a bi-monthly basis to map service provision in Govanhill

for Romanian Roma people in the area and share information amongst

providers. We have minuted and chaired the meeting on a rotational basis.

With partner agencies in the SEIN Romanian Roma sub-group we have identified

members of the Govanhill Romanian Roma community at our casework

outreach service and through existing church congregations and talked with

them about the benefits of setting up a community group for them and their

communities. With the approach of January 2014 when Romanian nationals are

able to participate fully in the labour market, we are expecting to see new impetus

in the integration of Romanian Roma people in Govanhill and will use this

opportunity to promote the value of a strong community representation. 
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“Through our presence and contributions to various reports,

research and networks the particular needs of migrant workers

are better understood at a policy and funding level.”
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“Together with the work of other agencies in the area who we sit with on the South East Integration Network Romanian Roma

sub-group, the very particular issues faced by Romanian nationals in Govanhill are better known and understood. We are no longer

the only agency working with Romanian Roma in the area, a mapping exercise having revealed the availability and need for truly

accessible services.”
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Last year Nadezhda told us about the financial pressures of redundancy and

poverty, of her family breaking up and the threat of homelessness with a new

born baby. New Migrants Action Project helped her navigate the benefits

system and homeless process.  Just as we were writing the Annual Report

last year she had started working night shifts full time, moved into a council

flat with her mother and was starting to settle down.

It has not been easy since then. Nadezhda was finding it very difficult to

manage full-time night shifts and being a mother during the day. She asked

her employer to let her reduce to part-time hours. She got a P45 in the post

shortly after, but did not know what it meant and realised only weeks later she

had been sacked when she hadn’t been asked to come for any shifts at all. 

Struggling financially again, in October 2012 she went to South Lanarkshire

Council to apply for Housing Benefit who advised her to apply for Job

Seekers Allowance too. She applied over the phone and waited for more

than 4 weeks. When she realised that the application was not being

processed, she came to our drop-in in Hamilton for help. 

We contacted Job Centre Plus and found there was no trace of her

application or even her name in their system.  As Nadezhda has a child under

5, we assisted her to make a new application for Income Support,

backdating it to the time when she was dismissed. That second application

was successful within 10 days.

This is how Nadezhda evaluates her experience:

“When my marriage broke down and my ex-husband asked me to leave with

our 6 month old daughter in my arms, I felt lost and helpless.

Fortunately, I had New Migrants Action Project who supported me emotionally

and helped me to find a way out of the terrible circumstances in my life. They

helped me to apply for housing when I had to face homelessness. They

helped me again when I was unlawfully dismissed from work, I did not have

money to feed my child and Job Centre Plus lost my JSA application.

I come to NMAP because I trust that they will do everything possible to help,

provide me with relevant information and encourage me to use other services

available in my local area.

Now my daughter and I live in very good accommodation and I don’t have

to struggle every day. It allows us to move on with our lives. I feel safe and

can finally make plans for the future. When my daughter gets a nursery place,

I’ll go back to work part time and take part time or evening ESOL classes.

I am happy that there is such a service as NMAP and new migrants have a

place to go for support and advice. “

3 0
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Case Study 2

Last year Marija told us about her journey from sharing a house with

colleagues, falling ill and the fear of debt and stress of living on £80 per week

sick pay to cover all her living costs, through the isolation of living alone in a

flat she was often too scared to leave, to the security of a sheltered flat and

the secure income of Pension Credits. 

“Before I was so stressed, sometimes I thought my heart was going to just

stop. I couldn’t go for a walk or visit friends so my health was getting worse

and worse - I felt like an old lady. I love my flat, it’s quiet, I feel safe here.

People here look out for me, check I’m OK. But it’s more than that. I feel so

much better, more confident, like I can do more than just survive. “

A year later Marija described how her self-confidence is growing. 

“Having NMAP on my side I became more confident and empowered to deal

with day-to-day issues myself. As an example, I had a lot of disrepair in my

new flat. The heating system and hot water pipes in my bathroom were

causing flooding to the flat. The big issue was the lift, right beside my flat,

whose doors were broken and could not move without terrible noise.

I began to complain to the wardens and the local manager, but they were

reluctant to take it seriously or simply ignored me.

In October 2012 I wrote a letter of complaint to the head office of my housing,

Lia helped me by making numerous telephone calls, exchanging e-mails and

letters.  

As a result, the heating system was repaired within a month, the hot water

pipes were fixed within three months. It took much longer to deal with the lift,

but it was finally replaced after 9 months.

I am proud of what I have achieved with the help and encouragement of

NMAP. I know I can go there with any problem and they will give me excellent

advice and 100% moral support. ”

Case Study 3

In last year’s report Daniela found herself getting into debt while she waited

for her Tax Credit and Housing Benefit decisions to come through, supporting

her children on her £120 per week earnings. She waited four months for a

decision to award her Tax Credits and her Housing Benefit had been refused

because the decision maker wrongly believed “a claimant from Romania only

has the right to reside in the uK if they are self-sufficient person”. She was

still waiting after 5 months for a final decision on her Housing Benefit. 

“You wait for months and no one on the phone can tell you what is

happening. You speak to different people and they tell you different things. I

had to borrow money from people without knowing if I would ever be able to

pay it back. We lived like this for almost a year and it’s still not over. Thanks

for your help - if I hadn’t come to Positive Action I would be homeless now.”

By the end of October the council told us that they had all the necessary

information to make a decision on her Housing Benefit claim. In January she

was asked to provide proof of her landlord’s home address. She was charged

£400 in total by her landlord for two letters, which in desperation she paid in

cash with no receipt. Sadly, confirmation of his address was freely available

on the Landlord Registration Scheme website – the further delay in

processing the claim and the illegal fee she was charged, both unnecessary

if the council used the information on their own register. 

It finally took until the end of January for Daniela’s Housing Benefit to be paid

with almost £4000 put into her bank account and further money credited to

her Council Tax account which was now £70 in credit. Only at this stage was

she asked to explain in writing how she had survived during the period a year

earlier for which we had claimed a backdated payment. It took a further

month for the backdated payment to be awarded. The first thing she did

when she got the money was to buy new shoes for her children.

“I’m really grateful for the help I get with benefits but I don’t think I was treated

fairly. I don’t think everyone waits for so long for their benefits like I had to.

Without the help I got from NMAP I don’t know how I would have succeeded.

It seemed endless.

Best of all now is not worrying about it every day. I feel better because I have

some security for the first time in years. It’s easier for my children too. 
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“In Govanhill, in one of the most excluded groups in Glasgow,

our casework increased income for 12 of our Romanian Roma

service users by a minimum of £60,000 over the year.”

“We see a clear difference in the standard of living and health

for our service users in Govanhill as the increase in income

achieved through self-employment and welfare benefits lifts

people out of poverty. In tackling extreme poverty of Romanian

Roma we believe we are making a vital first step in challenging

the “othering” of Roma.”



Protest outside SSE offices in Glasgow June 2013
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Money Skills Project

The Money Skills Project began in 2011 with three year funding from the Oak

Foundation. Oak Foundation comprises a group of philanthropic

organisations based in various countries around the world. The Foundation

was formally established in 1998 in Geneva, Switzerland.

The Project offers a multilingual advice service and financial literacy

workshops to people from black & minority ethnic and migrant communities

in Glasgow. 

The project accepts referrals from housing providers, community

organisations and other groups, and also signposts service users to other

services.

The Project Manager is Sraboni Bhattacharya. There are also 3 Money Skills

Advisers, Charles Gichago, Mary Yeawan Chau and Marina Belokurov. 

Languages spoken by the team include: English, Punjabi, Hindi, Urdu,

Bengali, Cantonese Hakka, Russian, Hebrew, German and Swahili. These

languages are backed up by freelance interpreters and volunteers. 

Background

Research by End Child Poverty (ECP) shows that its expensive to be poor;

lower-income families in the uK are more likely to pay higher prices for basic

utilities such as gas and electricity; prepayment meters render costs

prohibitively high; not everyone has access to the internet to check utility

saving websites. There is a growing dependency on high interest

money-lenders and mail order catalogues, and very few know what a credit

union is or does.  The extra costs of acquiring credit and purchasing goods

and services can amount to a ‘poverty premium’ of £1,000 or more per year.

The poverty risks also tend to be higher for ethnic minority groups.  Those

from BME (black and minority ethnic) communities are more likely to be

unemployed or living in income poverty than the wider population. Many are

also socially marginalised because of language and cultural differences. 

The Runneymede Trust found that many people from minority ethnic

backgrounds have serious money issues and a pressing need for Money

Guidance but very little access to it.  The Runnymede Trust recommends the

employment of BME Money Guidance advisors in order to make marginalized

people more able and confident to take up support and improve their

situation. The report also recommends greater engagement with BME

organisations serving often poor and marginalized BME communities, in

order to help people access such advice and support.

By tackling economic and financial issues, the Project will tackle one of the

root causes of homelessness and insecurity of tenure, enabling service-users

to break out of the poverty cycle and achieve stability and security for current

and future generations.

Key results

• 3 out of 4 service users are living in fuel poverty.

• In its second year of operation, the Project provided money advice and

training information sessions to 256 service users (107 in 2012). 

• Our money skills advisers delivered 48 drop-in surgeries and 96 outreach

surgeries.

• We delivered 7 financial skills workshops. We developed a new workshop

on ‘Budgeting and Savings’ in addition to the existing workshop on

‘Introduction to Benefits ‘.84 people benefited from the financial skills

workshops during the year.

• Service users from 42 different ethnic groups accessed the service

including Chinese (38%), Pakistani (7%) and Iranian (7%).

• The project received 159 referrals.

• 24% of clients were from our outreach services. 

• 38% were referred  by other projects

• 21% approached the project through word of mouth. 

• Other service users were referred by BME agencies and other

services including the Glasgow West Regeneration agency,

Glasgow City Council Homeless casework team, CAB Edinburgh,

GAMH, Glasgow Centre for Inclusive Living, Terrence Higgins Trust,

Scottish Refugee Council and Sanctuary Scotland.

• During the year, the service provided one-to one advice to 172 service

users through our outreach surgeries and drop-ins. Money advisers
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assisted service users to maximise income, resolve benefits issues, access

mainstream services including debt advice services and social funds, and

get assistance with budgeting. 

• 75% of advice requests concerned benefits and tax credits entitlement.

Our advisers dealt with claims, reviews of decisions, and benefits checks.

30% of service users needed advice and assistance to access mainstream

services as well as social funds and crisis loans.

• 67 service-users got direct advice on their financial issues, help with

claiming benefits, advice on maximising income and reducing fuel debt,

rent arrears and other debts.

• 12% of clients experienced an increase in income as a result of a change

in benefit claim. 

• Rent arrears were reduced for 7 service users

• 8 service users saved money on gas and electricity

• 4 service users reached an agreement over utility bills

• 15 service users switched to cheaper credit cards or bank

accounts

• 7 had the cost of their debt reduced

• 24% of clients experienced a reduction in overall debt and/or money owed.

• 68% of clients attending workshops were more confident about being able

to manage their money. 

• The number of service users living below income support levels fell by 5%

(from 45% to 39.5%).

• 16% of service users accessed Community Care Grant, Social Funds or

individual grants from the vicar Relief Fund.

• During the year we held an Annual Focus group in August 2012 and two

review groups in October 2012 and May 2013. These focus group

discussions helped us to identify the most prominent issue for our service

users. Through focus group discussions we encouraged service users to

identify the major issue for them which demanded a campaign for change.

Looking ahead

The Money Skills Project has now become successfully established. In 2014,

we will extend our outreach surgeries to deprived areas. We are pressing

ahead with our campaign to reduce the impact of fuel poverty on service

users. We will also be working with Registered Social Landlords to deliver

information sessions in different languages, for example, information on fuel

bills, how to cut energy costs, switch providers. We will also explore the

potential for developing a fund to provide direct support to our client groups

who find themselves in fuel poverty. As the Money Skills Project enters its

final year of funding, we are actively seeking alternative funding to continue

its vital work. 

The Impact of Housing Benefit Changes

Research by the Family Institute has expressed concern that the changes to

housing benefit will have a lasting impact on large families with low incomes,

particularly Pakistani and Bangladeshi households. As a result ,it may mean

that some families are not able to remain in their homes and many more may

struggle to pay rising living costs.

Rent Arrears

• Mrs Yousefi lives in a Housing Association tenancy with her husband and

4 children. The family had accumulated rent arrears of £901 because they

failed to provide evidence of both her and her partner’s income. Their claim

was therefore suspended and arrears began to build up. A Money Skills

Advisor took up the family’s case, and helped them to resolve the housing

benefit problem and repay their arrears.

• Shabana and Mohammed are Eu Nationals with two children. They are of

Pakistani origin and English is not their first language. They had failed to

provide income details to HMRC and were losing out on tax credits. They

also needed help setting up a payment plan with npower for an

outstanding bill at their previous accommodation. They also had a letter

demanding a year’s payment of TV License. A money skills adviser helped

the family set up direct debits for their outstanding bills, as well as arrange

a repayment plan. 

• Mrs Covaciu, a Romanian client moved into a private rented flat. She

claims that the landlord never made it clear to her that she was responsible

for paying the utility bills or council tax, and she assumed that the only

payment she was to make was for rent. Because of this the client has

never made any payments towards her gas & electricity or council tax. The

gas & electricity bills had built arrears of £1014.06 and council tax arrears

of £679.39, The client needed assistance to set up an affordable payment

plan to pay off her utility and council tax arrears. A money skills adviser

informed Mrs Covaciu of her responsibilities.

• Layla, a single woman of Somalian origin, ran into rent arrears because

she failed to inform housing benefit of a change in circumstances when she

gained part time employment. Layla also had a debt for council tax arrears

because she failed to pay her water charges over a 3 year period. This

debt was handed over to Sheriff Officers who arrested her bank account.

After being informed by a Money Skills Adviser, Layla realised that she will

need to pay this off and we arranged a payment plan for this debt of

£479.28.

• Mr Chen and family’s housing benefit was suspended for not providing the

required income details. This led to rent arrears accruing and the family

was on the verge of being evicted as the arrears stood at £3,162.63 in

August 2012 when the client first approached us. The housing association

were ready to start court proceedings in a few weeks. Mr Chen had also

stopped working. Our money skills advisers’ intervention prevented an

eviction and we helped the client identify his priority debts.
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The Ahmed-Shah family was granted refugee status in February 2013, after

many years of fighting for their human rights as asylum seekers. “The

inhumanity of the system our family was living under, it was happening to

others too, it was total indifference, and at times I was at a loss how to cope.

We lived at Petershill Drive in 2010, when the Sehryk family killed themselves.

That was a low point, wondering what it would take for the authorities to see

us as humans who bleed and hurt just like they do. We took part in all the

protests, my wife and children. It felt good to see other people could feel our

pain”. Mr and Mrs Shah soon became familiar faces at protests organised by

Positive Action in Housing.

When the family finally received their refugee status after a long legal battle,

they concentrated on finding a home, with the help of Positive Action in

Housing. They also sought financial advice from the Money Skills Project,

and applied for backdated benefits. Because of Mrs Shah’s severe

depression, she was able to apply for Personal Independence Payment and

for Disability Living Allowance for their daughter Toobah, who suffers from

diabetes. Mr Ahmed commented, “With the help of the Money Skills Project,

we found out about the support our family was entitled to. I don’t think we

would have found that information out without this Project. My hope is to get

a decent job and support my family myself.”



Qing came to the u.K. from China in 2001, working as

a waitress in London.  However, by 2006 immigration

rules had changed, and she was no longer allowed to

work. Qinq applied for asylum, commencing a four year

period during which she was still not allowed to work.

After getting Leave to Remain, Qing was unable to find

work, and was forced to live on her savings, which

swiftly ran out.   Qing moved to Glasgow in August

2011, and got married the following month.  Qinq soon

discovered she was pregnant with the couple’s first

child.  When Qing came to our office on the advice of

a friend (whom we had previously assisted), our first

priority was to help her access her entitlements and

maximise her income. Like many clients, Qing had

heard of Jobseeker’s Allowance, but had no idea how

or where to apply for it; she was also living without the

aid of Housing and Council Tax benefits, which our

advisers helped her access. However, Qing then

received a letter from Scott & Co, claiming she owed

£948.53 in Council Tax; this came as a shock, as Qing

had given money to her former flatmate on the

understanding that council tax would be paid; We

arranged a simple payment plan for Qing’s debts,

paying back £10 per week, significantly reducing the

pressure and stress of these debts.  Qing was also

unsure about how to go about  job hunting and the

best ways to access employment; we helped her keep

a log of applications, and showed her the best ways to

find employment.  We also followed up her Housing

Benefit and Council Tax Benefits, discovering that Qing

still needed to provide receipts of her rent payment to

receive her entitlements.  We also helped her set up a

direct debit for her rent payments, simplifying her

payments and reducing stress.   In June 2012, Qing

gave birth to a baby girl.  We have since assisted her in

applying for Child Benefit and Child Tax Credit , which

she is still waiting to receive.  She has also attended

financial literacy workshops at our office. Quing hopes

that once her husband’s restrictions are lifted, he will

be able to work.



Bedroom Tax

• Ms Kwai Ma is originally from Hong Kong and has lived in u.K in her social

rented property for more than 30 years.  She has been divorced for over

twenty years.  Her older child moved to Hong Kong for work a few years

ago.  Her younger child stayed in the family home until two months ago

when he moved to London .Ms Ma rents a three bedroom flat from a local

Housing Association.  She was not aware about new rules regarding the

bedroom tax  until she received a letter informing her that she was

under-occupying her flat and would have to pay a further £80 per month

towards her rent. Ms Ma does not wish to move from her family home.

Fortunately for Ms Ma, her son was successful at a job interview in London

and has been accepted to work for a Japanese firm. Her son promises to

help her pay for the bedroom tax penalty. Ms Ma has been lucky as many

other people have had to move out of their homes. As the bedroom tax

does not affect pensioners, Ms Ma need only pay for two more years until

she reaches pensionable age.

• Mrs Mo is originally from Hong Kong and has British citizenship.  She has

four grown up children.  She has been suffering from ill health for several

years and claims ESA.  She lives on her own in the housing association 3

bedroom property which has been her family home for twenty-four years

and is now worried about the new under-occupancy rules. She received

a letter from Housing Benefit stating that she may have to pay under

-occupancy charges.  She was worried about this as she would not be

able to afford it.  It would mean a 25% reduction in her housing benefit.  As

Mrs Mo’s health is poor, she needs a residential carer.  Mrs Mo was

advised that once she has a carer she would be liable for one bedroom

charge.  We helped calculate when she would be of pensionable age as

she would not be liable to pay these charges once she became a

pensioner. We helped Mrs Mo to apply for discretionary housing benefit

which she was granted. We explained to Mrs Mo that if she gets the

middle or higher rate of Disability Allowance Rate, then her relative could

apply for Carer’s Allowance. We worked out a budgeting plan with  Mrs Mo

but she will have to cut down on her spending on food and heating to

cover the additional burden of bedroom tax for the time being.

The Impact of Fuel Poverty on BME Households in Scotland

The Scottish Government has a statutory duty under the Housing (Scotland)

Act 2001 to end fuel poverty by November 2016. However, that goal looks

far off. Last Winter, the big energy companies increased their prices by

7-10%. The Progress update on the Fuel Poverty Statement (Scottish

Government, November 2010) states that for every 5% increase in energy

prices as many as 46,000 households (2% of Scottish households) are being

pushed into fuel poverty.

In May 2013, the Money Skills Project carried out a Living Costs Survey

amongst our service users. The survey revealed that:

• 75% are living in Fuel Poverty, i.e. they spend more than 10% of their

income on energy bills.

• 20% of service users are on pre-payment meters, which are more costly.

• 17.5 % have to cut back on food in order to be able to heat their homes.

• 5% are in Fuel Debt.

The majority of service users are finding fuel costs exorbitantly high. Many are

on a standard tariff which is usually not the best tariff for them.  Many get

estimated bills. Many are on prepayment meters. The standing charges for

some utility companies are very high. The majority of clients are worried about

not being able to afford to heat their homes. Rising energy and food prices

along with complex tariff systems and a lack of understanding of energy bills

puts many vulnerable BME households at a higher risk of fuel debts.

• Camelia is a single mother with three children and receives income

support. Her two children have respiratory problems due to dampness as

a result of the house not being heated properly.  She finds it difficult to

manage her energy bills which are almost equivalent to her rent.

• Omar lives with his wife and two children. He  is currently on Job Seekers

Allowance and gets £112.50 a week.They have a prepayment meter which

cost £35-£45 a week to top-up, one third to half of their weekly income.

The family have now stopped heating their home because of the cost of

electricity.

• Dahia is a Housing Association tenant and lives with his wife and two

young children. Dahia is worried about his high energy bills. He currently

has a prepayment meter which he was topping up for £35- £45 a week

which was too high for him to afford.  Last winter he stopped using all the

heating including portable heaters to bring down his fuel bills to £20 - £25

a week. Dahia wants to change from a prepayment card metre to a dry

heater.  However he would have to pay £150 to do this and then pay £56

which he cannot afford.

• Euclides Portuguese, lives with his brother but they had been having issues

with their electricity supplier. They have a direct debit package which they

pay £35 per month, and they provide meter readings every month.

Currently they have accrued arrears of £634.86 as the company argue

that the current arrangement of £35 is not meeting their consumption, thus

the arrears. Client argues that they do not even use the dry storage heating

because of the cost.

• Abdul  receives DLA and has a gas and electricity prepayment meter. He

spends most of his time outside home and hence has not used gas for a

while. He received a letter from Scottish power stating that he owed them

£218.82 and they arranged for the 70% 30% deal to pay off the arrears.

This meant that if he tops up £10 for the gas he will pay £7 pound to

Scottish power and £3 will go to his consumption. This deal has caused

a great deal of constraint on the client who also suffers from mental health

problems.
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Training

In 2013, Positive Action in Housing’s Equality and Diversity training

programme was delivered to registered social landlords, Statutory Bodies

and voluntary organisations across Scotland. The profit from training

contributes towards our humanitarian work with people facing homelessness

and destitution. The training works towards equipping service providers with

the knowledge and tools to ensure equal access to mainstream services for

BME communities. Zandra Yeaman returned to the post of Training Manager.

Key Results:

• Delivered 21 training sessions to 158 staff and committee members from

57 different organisations in Glasgow, Edinburgh, Ayrshire, Stornoway and

Inverness.

• Developed bespoke training in partnership with The Scottish Consortium

for Learning Disability; SAMH; Glasgow Womens Aid and Glasgow Centre

for Inclusive Living

• Income generated from training made up 4% or our overall income with all

profits going towards our charitable work.

• The return evaluations from delegates demonstrate a high level of

satisfaction. 

• 100% of delegates felt motivated and confident to apply their

learning at work. 

• 100% of delegates thought our trainers were knowledgeable and

enthusiastic. 

• 99% of delegates attending agreed that our course materials were

clear and relevant.

In September we expanded our training topics to include the following:

• Equality and Diversity workshops

• Human Rights and Housing

• Working with Refugees, Asylum Seekers, Migrants and EU Nationals

• Community Engagement 

• Racial Harassment – What it is and how to deal with it.

• Equality Impact Assessments

• Cultural Awareness

• Mental Health Awareness – working with SAMH

• Domestic Abuse – working with Glasgow Womens Aid

• Graphic Recording- Inclusive communication

• Train the Trainer

We provided training to 15 Statutory Bodies, 12 Housing Associations, 27

Voluntary organisations and 3 legal services.

Statutory bodies (15):

Aberdeenshire Council, Glasgow City Council, Orkney Isles Council, Western

Isles Council, Highland Council, Greater Glasgow & Clyde NHS, West Lothian

Council; Renfrewshire Council; NHS Homeless Health Services, St. Roch’s

Secondary School; City of Glasgow College, The Scottish Human Rights

Commission; university of Strathclyde; The Forestry Commission Scotland;

Dumfries and Galloway Council

Housing Associations (12): 

Ayrshire Housing Association, Dunedin Canmore Group; North Glasgow

Housing Association; Cairn Housing Association, West Granton Housing

Co-Operative; Pineview Housing Association; Provanhall Housing

Association, Key Community Supports, Glen Housing Association, Thenue

Housing, Beild Housing and Care , Hebridean Housing Partnership
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“Clear information, able to relate to the

organisation I work for and to promote best

practice.”
Equality Impact Assessment, November 2012

“The approach to and delivery of this training was

first rate. I felt involved and engaged throughout the

day, and I feel a lot more knowledgeable as a result

of it. (not to mention more confident and motivated)

Aso- lunch was excellent!”
Community Engagement, February 2013

“I feel like this training was very helpful. I know a

lot more now and feel confident applying what I have

learned. It was very informative and explained well

and clearly.”
Culture Awareness, February 2013



Community/voluntary/charity groups (27):

Govanhill Community Development Trust, Lochaber Women’s Aid, Prince

and Princess Wales Hospice, Ross & Cromarty Citizens Advice Bureau,

Youth Community Support Agency (YCSA), Perth and Kinross Association of

Voluntary Services (PKAVS);  Glasgow Womens Aid ; St John’s Church

Edinburgh; Alcohol Support Ltd; Includem;  up-2-us ;TSSA; Fair Deal; HOPE

Scotland Limited; Scottish Domestic Abuse Helpline SCIO; Addaction,

Workers’ Educational Association (WEA); Easterhouse CAB, Scottish

Womens Aid; Dundee Citizens Advice Bureau; Greater Pollock integration

network; Creative Therapies; Forth Valley Migrants Support Network;

Lanarkshire Rape Crisis Centre; East Lothian Regional Equality Council,

British Deaf Association, East Renfrewshire Carers’ Centre

Legal services and Other (3):

GMB, Ben Hoare Bell LLP; Govanhill Law Centre

We provided in house training to: 

Ayrshire Housing Association, Hebridean Housing Partnership; Homeless

Health Services NHS and Highland Council.

Looking ahead 

We will continue to provide targeted courses and briefings on areas directly

related to our work. We will continue to provide practical equalities training

to organisations and assist them to deliver the outcomes from their equality

and diversity strategies. Further strengthen partnership working with others

expert in their field.

“Zandra recently worked with the Scottish Consortium for Learning

Disability to design and deliver a training course for professionals who

support young people with learning disabilities to make the difficult

transition from secondary school to adult life. Zandra brought all her skill

and experience as a trainer with PAIH to the project: we worked with local

young people who had recently been through transition to help deliver the

pilot course.  And she used her equalities and human rights background

to bring a fresh approach to his subject.  As always, it was a pleasure to

work in partnership with Zandra, who was generous with her time and

expertise as always.” Andy Millar, Business and Partnership Manager, the

Scottish Consortium for Learning Disability.

“The Equality and Human Rights Briefing. was just what we were looking

for – very informative and thought provoking.  It was tailored to our needs

and pitched at the right level for our Management Team.  The practical

examples definitely helped set everything in context and generated a fair

bit of debate (and difference of opinion!). Based on the highly positive

feedback, we’re running the session again for other members of staff and

discussing our future organisational training needs with Positive Action in

Housing” Stuart Robertson, Business Development Officer. Caledonia

Housing Association.
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“Good Broad understanding of mental health.

Specific knowledge on conditions useful. Interactive

ways of learning good.”
Mental Health Awareness, January 2013

“I really enjoyed the course and realised my

potential. The content was brilliant and the trainer

was really knowledgeable. Thanks very much!”
Train the Trainer, February 2013

“Trainers delivery was 10 out of 10. Her experience

was invaluable.”
Domestic Abuse Training February 2013

“Thank you for a very comprehensive session. I feel

much more knowledgeable about current policy and

legislation.”
Rights of Refugees and Asylum Seekers, September 2012



Scottish Ethnic Minorities

Directory

The Scottish Ethnic Minorities Directory is produced annually and lists

hundreds of Black & Minority Ethnic, Refugee and New Migrant

organisations, groups and projects across Scotland.

There is no other accurate or up to date database of contacts within the

Voluntary and Non Profit sectors. There are many new organisations that

mainstream organisations will be unaware of. All in all it is a must-have

resource for anyone wanting to work more closely with diverse  groups and

communities. No public body, housing provider, voluntary organisation should

be without it. 

The Directory is free to our members, and available to all others at a cost of

£25 (incl p&p). All proceeds go to our humanitarian work. To place your order

please email your contact and invoice details to home@paih.org.  Bulk

discounts are also available.

Multifaith Wallplanner

Every year we produce a Multifaith Wallplanner. This is extremely popular

because of its year round advertising opportunities. All profits from the

planner, after paying for the print costs, go to our humanitarian work. 

Thanks go to the following organisations who sponsored the 2013

Wallplanner:

Angus Council, Arklet Housing Association, Barony HA, Caledonia HA, CIH

Scotland, City of Glasgow College, Clydesdale HA, Crossreach, Crown

Office, Cube Housing Association, East Dunbartonshire Council, Elderpark

HA, GCVS, Glasgow City council, Glasgow HA, Horizon Housing, Inverclyde

Council, Key Housing Association, Kingdom HA, Link Group Ltd, Loreburn

HA, Loretto Housing Association, NG homes, NUJ Glasgow branch, NUJ,

Scottish Office, Port of Leith HA, Prospecthill HA, Queens Cross HA, Rape

Crisis Scotland, Scottish Community alliance, Scottish Government, Shared

Intelligence, Southside HA, Strathclyde joint Police Board, TASC Agency, The

Co-operative, Unite Housing Associations Branch, Unite the Union, West

Lothian housing Partnership

The Planner is an excellent ‘diversity tool’. It helps you plan events sensitively

around the key religious festivals celebrated by your members, service users

or employees. It is distributed across Scotland, to our members, minority

ethnic, refugee and new migrant groups and organisations, registered social

landlords, voluntary organisations, politicians and our funders and

supporters. 

A full colour 70mm(h) x 90 mm (w) advertising space  costs £325. Copies of

the planner are available at a cost of £15 each. To buy a copy or to book an

advert in the 2014 planner  just email home@paih.org and we will reply

straight away. The Deadline for the 2014 planner is Monday November 18th

2013.
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Board Room Hire

In 2013, twelve organisations regularly used our boardroom facilities. These

were:

Age Scotland Ltd, Befriending Network (NHS), Children in Scotland,

Equality Network, Glasgow Community  & Safety Services, Maggie’s

Centre, Maryhill CAB, NHS GGC, NHS Health, North Ayrshire council,

Outside The Box and Scottish Women’s Aid.

Positive Action in Housing’s offices are in a convenient, central location in the

heart of Glasgow, a short walk from Central and Queen Street Stations, and

Buchanan St underground. From here, we offer room hire during office hours.

Our boardroom seats up to 15 and, together with our break out space, can

be hired for meetings and training. All proceeds go towards our charitable

work.

Room hire facilities include:

• Wireless broadband

• TV/VCR 

• Overhead/ Slide Projectors and Flip Chart 

• Refreshments (teas, coffees, biscuits) 

• Lunch to suit all diets

• Disability access

• Anything else you need that we can hire for you at extra cost.

To book rooms at Positive Action in Housing, just call Razgar on 0141 353

2220 or email home@paih.org

QuickMail

QuickMail is a regular email bulletin of news, jobs, events and training aimed

at workers and volunteers within the voluntary sector, black & minority ethnic,

refugee and new migrant organisations, equality organisations and social

housing providers. 

Our list of subscribers currently stands at 25,832, probably the most socially

diverse list in Scotland!  QuickMail is ideal if you want to advertise jobs, news

or services. Job adverts cost £240 each (free to members). Events listings up

to 100 words are free to community and unfunded groups. All profits go

towards our humanitarian work. You can contribute an item for the News,

Jobs or Events sections of QuickMail. Just email quickmail@paih.org with

your text and invoice details.

Website and Social Media

Key results

• Website page views: 121,618

• Facebook users reached (via links & posts): 93,146

• Facebook fans: 1,077

• Twitter followers: 488

Positive Action in Housing’s website (www.paih.org) received 15,385 visits in

the last year, with the pages being viewed over 121,000 times (actual page

views reached were 196,212 but 74,594 of these have been discounted as

coming from automated sources). 

On our website, visitors can book training courses, access resources, view

our archives and campaigns, download job information packs and support

our work through donations. Our Scottish Ethnic Minorities Directory

(http://www.paih.org/directory) allows the public to search their local area for

services they need, from Health and Human Rights to Refugees and

Women’s groups - members can obtain contact details which they can print

or share with others by email. 

As in previous years, the most popular pages on our site are the Volunteer

information packs for those who wish to help directly, booking forms for

Training, and the drop-in surgery times for those who need assistance. Our

site is cross-platform compatible, including mobile devices, and is also

designed to be accessible to our users with disabilities.

Social media is a very necessary tool for charities wanting to communicate

with their supporters. We have built a supportive online community online,

with 1,077 fans on Facebook (http://www.facebook.com/paihltd),

compared to 702 (2012). We have 488 followers on Twitter

(http://www.twitter.com/PosActionHsg), compared to 160 (2012).

Social media has helped to send traffic to our website articles and has proved

very useful to our campaigns. In the period 2012-13 we trialled making small

payments to ‘promote’ our Facebook posts - with positive results: 40,257

users have been reached by these promoted posts.

We would like to thank Robin Gillett of Broccoli Web Design

(www.brocweb.com) for helping us to develop our social media profile and

looking after our website.
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Organisational Analysis

Positive Action in Housing is diversely represented at all levels of the

organisation. This diversity helps us to ensure the needs of service users are

addressed in our projects, services and policy.

Figures as of October 2013

Membership Analysis

Positive Action in Housing depends upon a diverse and large membership

base. Membership is open to minority ethnic and refugee groups, housing

providers, local authorities, voluntary organisations and individuals who

support Positive Action in Housing’s aims and objectives.

Key results

Our members contributed 11% of our total income (13% in 2012). 

The total membership stands at 166 (154 in 2012). A complete list can be

found at the end of this report. 

Membership Benefits Include:

• Free advertising of news and vacancies in Quick Mail to a diverse subscriber

list of 24,500+ subscribers across Scotland, the uK and parts of Europe.

• Free advice and reviews of policies;

• Access to interpreting and translating facilities.

• Free Scottish Ethnic Minorities Directory, newsletter, annual report and

Multifaith Wallplanner; 

• Big savings on training and sponsorship opportunities; 

• Invitations to events, and the opportunity to stand for, and elect, the

Management Committee at the AGM.

Looking ahead

Membership figures have remained stable. However, in 2014, we aim to

increase membership to 200.

To find out more about becoming a member, and all the benefits, please email

home@paih.org or go to www.paih.org. 

2013: Members by Category

Members by Geographical Area: 2013
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Staying in the news

Throughout the year we kept the media informed about our work and

contributed to TV, radio and newspapers, local and national. In 2013, our

work was highlighted in the following newsprint: 

• The Scotsman

• Evening Times (Glasgow)

• Independent News

• Metro (uK)

• Morning Star

• PA Newswire

• Private Eye

• Scottish Star

• Scottish Express 

• The Herald (Glasgow)

• Scotland on Sunday

We also highlighted campaign issues arising from our work on radio and TV,

including BBC Scotland, Sky News, STV, Radio Scotland and Radio four’s

Today Programme. 

Over the years, Positive Action in Housing has become renowned for

campaigning tirelessly against inhumane asylum policies. We have utilised

our extensive press contacts as well as disseminated information and

campaigns to over 25,800 subscribers. Inevitably, our high profile in

challenging xenophobia and attacks on refugee communities has attracted

criticism and even hatemail. However, we will continue to highlight the

injustices faced by some of the most vulnerable and disenfranchised people

in our society.

See the News Diary at the end of this report for some of the stories featuring

our work.
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Where Does Our Money 
Come From?

The Finance Sub Committee oversees all finance and fundraising matters.

Regular fundraising is essential for the charity to provide its services to those in

need. Potential projects must be thoroughly researched and costed out. Strong

monitoring frameworks must be set up and funders kept regularly informed.

The difficult financial conditions have meant that the charity has had to

engage in a cost-cutting exercise in order to be able to continue to provide

frontline services.  The charity aims to have around five or six months’

reserves in place. The combination of diverse income streams and a firm

reserves policy has held us in good stead. The management committee is

closely monitoring the financial position with the Director and fundraising

remains a key priority for the foreseeable future.  

Calum Lindsay, a former student from St Andrews university, was a long

standing volunteer, and then became a paid sessional worker. Calum helped

fundraise from trusts and community groups. He recently left Positive Action

in Housing to take up a role with the Richmond Fellowship. Calum will be

best remembered for his dry humour, honesty and integrity. We wish him the

best in what promises to be a brilliant career in the third sector!

In December 2012, we organised a Christmas appeal to raise donations via

JustGiving, and offer free food supplies and warm clothing for destitute and

homeless asylum seekers and their families. We are grateful to the many

organisations and individuals who gave donations and also came in to help

out. We are also grateful to Ayrshire Friends of Refugees and STAR Glasgow

university who organised regular fundraisers throughout the year for the

Destitution Fund. 

2013 - our income
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Review of financial systems

Following a thorough review of our financial systems in 2012, we are very

pleased to report that our systems are running smoothly. Invoices are being

sent out within minutes of orders being placed, and chased up as they

become overdue. Our accounting system has been upgraded. Measures to

prevent and detect fraud are actively implemented and regularly reviewed.

We believe these measures strengthen our existing systems and procedures. 

As a growing charity, it is absolutely imperative that robust financial controls

are in place in order to protect the charity’s assets and honour the trust

placed in us by our donors. We are confident that, with the new financial

controls, revised financial projections, internal cost cutting measures and a

rejuvenated fundraising strategy, Positive Action in Housing Ltd will grow.  

We are fortunate to have a strong finance sub-committee in Philip Tompkins

(Treasurer) and Robert Swinfen,Iona Community, who joined the committee 

in 2012,Together they have a strong expertise in the day to day financial

management of charities and accounting/finance.  

We would like to also take this opportunity to thank Andrew Cowan, Senior

Partner with expertise in charity law at TC Young & Co. For several years,

Andrew gave up a lot of his time to be on the finance subcommittee and

management committee. His advice and guidance helped us get through

tough times with humour. Andrew is stepping down in order to focus on

competing interests within his firm. However, he remains a trusted supporter

and friend.

2014 will be the toughest year yet. We do not under-estimate the challenges

ahead. (A complete list of our members and everyone else who supported

our work in 2013 is under Heartfelt Thanks at the end of this report).
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Detailed Income and Expenditure Account
for the Year Ended 31 March 2013

2013 2012

Income £ £ £ £

Voluntary Income

General donations £11,248 £11,229 

Hardship Fund £23,066 £26,262 

Destitution Service £42,642 £47,184 

Gift aid £6,897 £4,314 

£83,853 £88,989 

Activities for generating funds

Wallplanner £11,388 £12,809

Annual report £13,806 £15,007

Directory £9,740 £10,083

Boardroom hire £298 £4,150

ebay Sales £85 £- 

£35,317 £42,049 

Investment Income

Interest £184 £592 

£184 £592 

Income from charitable activities

Affiliations £46,235 £43,831 

Quickmail £1,440 £2,343

Training £16,580 £30,583 

Scottish Government £96,633 £92,000 

Tudor Trust 35,000 £-

Goldsmith Company £- £2,000 

Goldberg Trust £7,500 £- 

Henry Smith Charity £- £14,000 

AB Charitable Trust £10,000 £10,000 

Endrick Trust £- £5,000 

Robertson Trust £- £10,000 

Oak Foundation £90,553 £96,824   

£303,941 £306,581 

Total income £423,295 £438,211 

Total Expenditure -£427,234 -£433,669  

Net Deficit for year -£3,939 £4,542 
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Schedule of Expenditure 
for the Year Ended 31 March 2013

2013 2012

Expenditure £ £ £ £

Charitable activities

Grants payable

Hardship fund £24,672 £30,400 

General donations £300 £375 

£24,972 £30,775 

Staff costs

Wages £257,125 £261,830 

Employer's NI contributions £21,475 £22,858 

Employer's Pension Costs £7,613 £3,865 

£286,213 £288,553 

Premises costs

Rent, rates and insurance £30,176 £29,418 

Heat, Light and Cleaning £3,449 £6,386 

£33,625 £35,804 

Running costs

Printing and promotional costs £13,334 £13,334 

Telephone £4,606 £4,295 

IT Costs £6,632 £13,777 

Leasing costs £6,091 £6,655 

Stationery and office equipment £3,365 £2,640 

Postage £1,003 £1,600 

Meeting costs £1,945 £4,529 

General expenses £2,085 £523 

Repairs and maintenance £2,405 £2,138 

Subscriptions £651 £2,974 

Training costs £6,630 £9,313 

£49,309 £61,778 

Motoring and travel costs

Travelling & subsistence £986 £2,675 

£986 £2,675

Legal and professional costs

Legal and professional £20,642 £2,199 

£20,642 £2,199 

Finance costs

Bank charges £13 £187 

£13 £187 

Depreciation and Gains/Losses

Depreciation on fixtures & fittings £735 £560 

Depreciation on computer equipment £2,539 £3,185 

£3,274 £3,745 

£419,034 £425,716 

Governance costs

Audit £7,068 £6,468 

AGM & Trustee meetings £1,132 £1,485 

£8,200 £7,953 

Total expenditure £427,234 £433,669 
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Management Committee,
Staff & Volunteers

Management Committee

Chair: Jelina Berlow-Rahman

Vice-chair: Najimee Parveen 

Company Secretary: Linda Brown

Treasurer: Philip Tompkins

Rani Dhanda, Elizabeth Lawrence. Philip Tompkins, Najimee Parveen (PATH

Scotland), Tom Harrigan OBE (unique Childrens Home), Jelina

Berlow-Rahman (J R Rahman & co), Ghzala Khan (West of Scotland Regional

Equality Council), Mohammad Asif (Scottish Afghan Community), Edward

Isaacs (Glasgow Jewish Representative Council), Dr Chris Robinson

(Protecting Children Through Partnership), Robert Swinfen (The Iona

Community), Linda Brown (Health in Mind), John McShane (Cadder HA)

Staff members:

Director: Robina Qureshi

Administrative

Office Manager: Razgar Hassan

New Project – Glasgow Central Foodbank

Sessional worker: Sophie McLeish

Casework – Homelessness & Destitution

Project Manager: Sraboni Bhattacharya

Senior Caseworker: Sunny Singh

Caseworker: Christopher Ho

New Migrants Action Project

Project Leader: Iain Chisholm 

Outreach Worker: Lia Dmitrieva

Sessional workers: Diana Florina Indreiu

Roxana Dragomir

Training Department Manager: Zandra Yeaman

Money Skills Project

Money skills Advisers: Charles Gichago

Mary Chau

Marina Belakurov

Volunteers

Susan Hancock, Charlotte Atta, Frances Wild, Anuradha Roy, Tannu Rajput,

Eira Fallen, Kathy McNeil, Jahan Bagheri, Natalia Evdokimova, Jonathan

Grant, Calum Lindsay, Bella Cosmala, Katie Blair, Julia Bravik, Beth Conway.

Volunteers

Jahan Bagheri, Natalia Evdokimova, Jonathan Grant, Calum Lindsay, Marion

McPherson, Amy Hafeez, Bano Younas, Bella Cosmala, Katie Blair.

Management Committee 2013

Jelina Berlow-Rahman is a Solicitor by

profession and has run her own for

over four years. In 2009, she received

the accolade of becoming one of the

uK’s top businesses in the 2009

Trading Places Awards – a national

award honouring men and women

who are turning their lives around by

choosing to start up a business. In

2008, Jelina was named as one of the

30 under 30 promising lawyers in

Scotland. Jelina recently opened up

her own firm, JR Rahman Solicitors, in

Glasgow’s Carlton Place.  She has an active history in handling asylum and

immigration cases, and co-ordinated the Chhokhar Family Justice Campaign.

Jelina is committed to human rights and as chair of Positive Action in

housing, has helped to ensure the charity follows good governance as

advised by the Charity Regulator.

Najimee Parveen has been the Director

of PATH (Scotland) since 1999.PATH

(Scotland) aims to address the

underrepresentation of Black and

Minority Ethnic Communities in Housing

and related sectors.  PATH (Scotland)

has been very successful in this

endeavour and 90% of trainees gain

employment in Housing and related

sectors post placement. Prior to joining

PATH, Najimee was Policy and

Campaigns Officer with the Commission

for Racial Equality in Scotland and

worked on a number of campaigns

including “Lets Kick Racism Out of Football” and the“Visible Womens’

Campaign” which was designed to challenge stereotypes and promote

positive role models of BME women. She also lead a formal investigation into

Special Educational Needs in Strathclyde as the Commission were

concerned that bilingual children were disproportionately represented in

severe and profound learning difficulties.  Prior to leaving the Commission

Najimee was its Acting Head for 3 months. Najimee’s background is

Education and she spent a number of years teaching and lecturing in Primary

Education, Further Education and Higher Education. Najimee has also held

various Office Bearer positions on the Committee of Positive Action in

Housing and is currently vice chair. Her expertise and understanding of

running a charity has held Positive Action in Housing in good stead over the

years.



Linda Brown has been active in

anti-poverty and anti-racist campaigns

for over 30 years.  She represented the

Labour Party Young Socialist on the

National Executive of the Labour Party

for two years and was the first black

person to be elected to this position.

She has worked as a parliamentary

researcher, hairdresser and for

Women’s Aid.  She currently works for

the mental health charity Health in Mind

where she is the Manager of Support

Services which provides visiting

support and supported

accommodation to people suffering mental health problems living in the

community. She also manages a service that supports men and women who

are survivors of childhood sexual abuse. Linda has been a member of the

Management Committee of Positive Action in Housing since its inception.

She lives in Edinburgh with her husband and 3 children.  Linda is active in her

union, unite, and represents black members and charity sector workers on

regional and national committees.   As Company Secretary, Linda’s

contribution over the years in terms of constitutional changes and in seeking

advice from the Charity Regulator has been immense.

Phillip Tompkins is a qualified

Management Accountant (CIMA) and

has more than 20 years’ experience in

the social housing sector. He currently

works for Visit Scotland and enjoys

playing Bridge, watching his children

play football and listening to them

playing the fiddle and the piano. Phillip

has been treasurer for Positive Action

in Housing for 17 years and has been

instrumental in ensuring the

organisation has a strong financial

management strategy and a diverse

portfolio of funders to ensure its long

term autonomy.

Ghzala Khan has nearly 10 years

experience of working with Minority

Ethnic communities in the West of

Scotland and works towards reducing

barriers and promoting good relations

between individuals through her work

with both private and public sector

organisations. Her work has included

employment, development and

capacity building for all minority ethnic

communities. This has been achieved

through promoting intercultural

dialogue, bridging the gap between

service providers and users, championing volunteers from communities to

make a change and also positive steps to encourage communities accessing

Scottish history/culture and its environment. Promoting equal opportunities

is central to her work. Ghzala currently works for West of Scotland Regional

Equality Council as a Projects Manager. Her interests include; Reading, family

time, socialising with friends and promoting mental health and wellbeing

through alternative therapies. Ghzala is an active contributor on our personnel

subcommittee.

Edward Isaacs is an office bearer of

Glasgow Jewish Representative

Council. He was previously the

President from 2010-13. He is also an

elected delegate to the Board of

Deputies of British Jews. Edward has

been involved in acquisition and

Community work for the Jewish

community and other charitable

organisations for over 30 years. This

has given him a knowledge and

understanding of how small Charities

operate and the problems they face on a day to day basis. Edward has a

law degree from the university of Glasgow and has practiced law in private

practice for over 35 years. He was a partner with Macdonald’s Solicitors for

15 years until they merged with Morton Fraser solicitors earlier this year. He

is currently a Consultant with the merged Firm.  Edward is married and has

three children. He enjoys most sports, particularly football and golf. All of

Edward’s grandparents were granted asylum in this country .This fact, which

is not uncommon in his peer group in the Jewish Community, has imbued

him with a genuine interest in the welfare of asylum seekers.

Tom Harrigan MBE, MCMI is the

Co-founder and Trustee of the charity,

uK Friends of unique Home (Punjab), a

charity he and a friend set up to raise

funds in the uK to support the

construction of a new Home for

abandoned girls in Jalandhar. Punjab.

Prior to his retirement in 2005 at the

rank of Acting Chief Inspector after 30

years service with Strathclyde Police,

Tom held the position of Force Race

Relations Co-ordinator. Immediately on

retirement he then took up the post of

Inter Faith Liaison Officer with Glasgow

City Council, the primary purpose being to foster good relations between

faith communities across the city. Tom is also on the ‘Board’ of Glasgow the

Caring City which has many projects across the world. He is a member of the

Chartered Management Institute and in his spare time is heavily involved in

charity work. For several years, he has sponsored children in India, Pakistan,

South Africa and the uK. Tom has been instrumental in building constructive

relations between Positive Action in Housing and Strathclyde Police and has

offered sound advice in sensitive matters concerning relations between the

police and local communities during times of high sensitivity.
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Rani Dhanda is an academic and for

two decades has taught and

researched social justice issues in the

colleges and universities in Glasgow.

She has also researched different

inequalities commissioned by EOC and

PATH, and oral history projects

commissioned by Heritage

Association. Rani is currently working

on community participation project and

has set up a research network in a

neighbourhood in Glasgow; she is also

a candidate for research doctorate at

the university of Bath.

Robert Swinfen qualified as a

Chartered Accountant in 1988 and has

now spent 25 years working in finance

and management roles in the charity

sector. He has worked with charities

involved with ex-offenders and prison

reform, community care for adults with

mental health problems and learning

difficulties, international development,

and homelessness. He is currently

Support Services Manager for The Iona

Community which is a dispersed

Christian ecumenical community

working for peace and social justice,

rebuilding of community and the renewal of worship. Robert is also a Member

of The Iona Community, which involves an active commitment to work for

justice and peace in a variety of ways.

Dr Chris Robinson is Co-ordinator of

Protection through Partnership based

at CELCIS (Centre for Excellence for

Looked After Children in Scotland)

university of Strathclyde. The

programme is funded by the Scottish

Government to prevent suicide and

respond to self-harm by looked after

children. Chris trained as a social

worker and has worked with children

and families in West Ham and Brixton

in London before returning to Scotland

to work for Barnardos in Falkirk. Chris

was manager of the Glasgow Child Sexual Abuse unit. At Glasgow

Caledonian university she lectured and also did research with colleagues into

the experiences of Black and Minority Ethnic students.  She joined the Social

Work Inspectorate of the Scottish Government and worked with the team

for five years. In 2013 Chris was appointed as child protection consultant to

social work services on Ascension Island. Chris has published work on

research with the Open university and practice guidance for social work on

chronologies, the End of Life Care for Children (with Children’s Hospice

Scotland) and Suicide Prevention for Children (with Choose Life, NHS

Scotland and LGBT Youth Scotland)

Elizabeth Lawrence has been in

education and latterly mediation, for

most of her working life.  She has a

Bed. Hons degree and is a trained

teacher and mediator. Was Head of

Language Centres – Children - in

London, Advisory Teacher for

Multi-Ethnic Education in Harrow.

During this time she employed BME

writers, dramatists and a photographer

in residence in a number of Harrow

schools. Initiator and Co-ordinator of a

pressure group of teachers in Barnet –

Movement for Education for Equality in Barnet. Liz has lived and worked in

a number of countries overseas e.g. Papua New Guinea, Nepal, uSA and

Lebanon.  She retired last year from working as a Consultant/Trainer on

conflict transformation and mediation in all sectors of education from nursery

to university and with the voluntary sector, community organisations and local

authorities. Also ran Training for Trainers’ courses. She has worked with

young asylum seekers in the areas of identity, self-esteem, respect and

assertiveness in a high school in Pollock.  Initiator and Co-ordinator of a

photography project, Defining Images, with 6 young, unaccompanied asylum

seekers who were attending a group at the NCH Glasgow Young Refugee

Project.  Co-trainer for a course for volunteers befriending young asylum

seekers and refugees with the NCH Befrienders’ Project, Glasgow. She

actively supports one or two organisations concerned with promoting

progressive social change especially human rights, social justice, equality

and innovative initiatives across society.

John McShane has extensive

experience within social housing. John

has previously worked for Glasgow

City Council and South Lanarkshire

Council. John joined his current

employer, Cadder Housing Association

in 1999 and holds the position of

Housing Services Manager. John also

works closely with PAiH through a

business arrangement between

Cadder HA and PAiH, which has

resulted in a number of PAiH clients

being re-housed by Cadder HA over

the years.
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Mohammad Asif was born and brought

up in Afghanistan. He went to

Nangarhar university in Jalalabad

where he read Communications. He

then went on to Malaysia where he did

a BA in Communications at the

International Islamic university. After

completing his education he returned

to Afghanistan and worked at Fatima

Zahra School which was run by his

family under the Taliban Regime. His

family was the target of Taliban

harassment and he had to flee the

country and claim Political asylum in

the uK in 2000. While waiting for asylum he volunteered with other asylum

seekers and refugees in Glasgow. In 2001 he co-founded the Glasgow

Refugees Action group which was a voice for the refugees. In the same year

he founded the Scottish Afghan Society which represented the Interests of

Afghan Asylum Seekers. In 2001 he started work as an Interpreter. In 2003,

he joined Anniesland College as a Student Advisor until 2006. In 2007 Asif

worked for the uK Ministry of Justice as an Interpreter for asylum and

Immigration tribunal. In 2009 he worked as a Specialist Cultural Advisor on

Afghanistan to the uK Defense Academy. From 2011-2013, he was

appointed as an Accredited Cultural Advisor to the Afghan Ministry of Interior.

Asif loves football , swimming and keeping fit.  

Our Members 2013

Aberdeenshire Council, Albyn Housing Society, Angus Council, Antonine

Housing Association, Ardenglen Housing Association, Arklet HA, Ayrshire

Housing, Barony Housing Association, Bridgewater Housing Association,

Cadder HA, Cairn Housing Association, Caledonia Housing Association, Care

and Repair Forum Scotland, Cassiltoun Housing Association, Castlemilk Law

& Money Advice Centre, Cernach HA, Chartered Institute of Housing, Child

Poverty Action Group in Scotland, City of Glasgow College,

Clackmannanshire Council, Clydebank Housing Association Ltd, Cordale

Housing Association, Craigdale Housing Association, CRER, CrossReach

Simpson House, Cube Housing, Dunbritton Housing Association, East

Dunbartonshire Council, Edinburgh & Lothians Regional Equality Council,

Elderpark Housing Association, Employers in Voluntary Housing, Forgewood

Housing Co-op, Garrion Peoples Housing Co-Operative, Glasgow Centre for

Inclusive Living, Glasgow Centre for Population Health, Glasgow Council for

Voluntary Sector, Glasgow ESOL Forum, Glasgow Homelessness Network,

Glasgow Housing Association, Glen Housing Association, Glen Oaks

Housing Association, Govan Home and Education Link Project, Grampian

Housing Association, Greater Pollock Citizens Advice Bureau, Greater Pollok

Integration Network, Health in Mind, Hemat Gryffe Women’s Aid, Hillcrest

Housing Association, Home Group, Horizon Housing Association, Inverclyde

Council, Iona Community, J R Rahman & Co solicitors, Kendoon Housing

Association Limited, Key Housing Association, Kingdom Housing

Association, Kingsridge Cleddans Housing Association, Lanarkshire Housing

Association, Latta & Co. Solicitors, LIFELINK, Link Group, Lister Housing

Co-operative Ltd, Livingston Brown Solicitors, Lochaber Housing Association

Ltd., Loreburn HA, Loretto Housing Association, Maryhill HA, Maryhill

Housing Association Limited, Media Co-op, Midlothian Council, Moray

Council, Muirhouse Housing Association Ltd, Neish Training, NG HOMES,

North Glasgow College, Oak Tree Housing Association, Ore Valley Housing

Association, Parkhead Housing Association, Partick Housing Association,

PATH Scotland, Pentland Housing Association, Perth and Kinross Council,

Pineview HA, Port of Leith Housing Association, Prospect Community

Housing, Protecting Children Through Partnership, Provanhall Housing

Association, Queens Cross HA, Renfrewshire Council, SACC, Scottish

Afghan Community, Scottish Ambulance Service, Scottish Detainee Visitors,

Scottish Refugee Council, Scottish Veterans Housing Association, Southside

HA, Stirling Council, TC Young & Co., Turning Point Scotland, unique

Childrens Home, unison East Ayrshire, unison Scotland, unite Housing

Associations Branch, unite the union, unite the union Housing Associations

Branch, university of Bath, West Lothian Council, West of Scotland Regional

Equality Council, WIFTRA and 50 Individuals, 
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Heartfelt thanks

To the following individuals and organisations who actively supported our

humanitarian work during the past year and made a difference to the lives of

many vulnerable individuals:

Volunteers: Susan Hancock, Charlotte Atta, Frances Wild, Anuradha Roy,

Tannu Rajput, Eira Fallen, Kathy McNeil, Jahan Bagheri, Natalia Evdokimova,

Jonathan Grant, Calum Lindsay, Bella Cosmala, Katie Blair.

Our Members: Aberdeenshire Council, Albyn Housing Society, Angus

Council, Antonine Housing Association, Ardenglen Housing Association,

Arklet HA, Ayrshire Housing, Barony Housing Association, Bridgewater

Housing Association, Cadder HA, Cairn Housing Association, Caledonia

Housing Association, Care and Repair Forum Scotland, Cassiltoun Housing

Association, Castlemilk Law & Money Advice Centre, Cernach HA, Chartered

Institute of Housing, Child Poverty Action Group in Scotland, City of Glasgow

College, Clackmannanshire Council, Clydebank Housing Association Ltd,

Cordale Housing Association, Craigdale Housing Association, CRER,

CrossReach Simpson House, Cube Housing, Dunbritton Housing

Association, East Dunbartonshire Council, Edinburgh & Lothians Regional

Equality Council, Elderpark Housing Association, Employers in Voluntary

Housing, Forgewood Housing Co-op, Garrion Peoples Housing

Co-Operative, Glasgow Centre for Inclusive Living, Glasgow Centre for

Population Health, Glasgow Council for Voluntary Sector, Glasgow ESOL

Forum, Glasgow Homelessness Network, Glasgow Housing Association,

Glen Housing Association, Glen Oaks Housing Association, Govan Home

and Education Link Project, Grampian Housing Association, Greater Pollock

Citizens Advice Bureau, Greater Pollok Integration Network, Health in Mind,

Hemat Gryffe Women’s Aid, Hillcrest Housing Association, Home Group,

Horizon Housing Association, Inverclyde Council, Iona Community, J R

Rahman & Co solicitors, Kendoon Housing Association Limited, Key Housing

Association, Kingdom Housing Association, Kingsridge Cleddans Housing

Association, Lanarkshire Housing Association, Latta & Co. Solicitors,

LIFELINK, Link Group, Lister Housing Co-operative Ltd, Livingston Brown

Solicitors, Lochaber Housing Association Ltd., Loreburn HA, Loretto Housing

Association, Maryhill HA, Maryhill Housing Association Limited, Media Co-op,

Midlothian Council, Moray Council, Muirhouse Housing Association Ltd,

Neish Training, NG HOMES, North Glasgow College, Oak Tree Housing

Association, Ore Valley Housing Association, Parkhead Housing Association,

Partick Housing Association, PATH Scotland, Pentland Housing Association,

Perth and Kinross Council, Pineview HA, Port of Leith Housing Association,

Prospect Community Housing, Protecting Children Through Partnership,

Provanhall Housing Association, Queens Cross HA, Renfrewshire Council,

SACC, Scottish Afghan Community, Scottish Ambulance Service, Scottish

Detainee Visitors, Scottish Refugee Council, Scottish Veterans Housing

Association, Southside HA, Stirling Council, TC Young & Co., Turning Point

Scotland, unique Childrens Home, unison East Ayrshire, unison Scotland,

unite Housing Associations Branch, unite the union, unite the union

Housing Associations Branch, university of Bath, West Lothian Council, West

of Scotland Regional Equality Council, WIFTRA and 50 Individuals.

Friends of Positive Action in Housing: A L Kennedy, Writer, David Orr,

Elderpark Housing Association, Elizabeth Lawrence, Hazel Mills, Drummond

Miller solicitors, Jassim Johe, John  Dover, Kirsten McAllister, Marian Thomas,

Mary Alice Mansell, Edinburgh tenants federation, Marie Mcguire, Mojo

Scotland, Naiem Akhtar, Eniola Adewale, Rachel smith, Sally dick, Cadder

HA, Anne Rosengard Associates, G Smalley, Susan Gutteridge, umoja Inc.

The 39 organisations who gave grants or donations: AB Charitable Trust,

STAR, Cassiltoun HA, Community Central Hall, Disabled Person’s Housing

Service - Fife, Dumfries & District TuC, Esterton Trust, Family Action, FMDM

Kirkintilloch registered Charity, Friends of the Refugees from Ayrshire, GMB

Britain’s general union, Goldberg Family Charitable Trust, Grace Buckley

Charitable Trust, Greater Pollok Integration funding, Gunter Charitable Trust,

Henry Smith Charity, Highland Iona Community Family Group, Hugh Fraser

foundation, Iona Community, Iona Community wales, Iona Community

Yorkshire, LintelTrust, May & Stanley Charitable Trust, Methodist Church for

human need, Miss K M Harbinson’s Charitable Trust, Mull & Iona Family

group (Iona community), NHS GGC, OAK Foundation, Persula foundation,

Scottish Sadaqa Foundation, Sir Jules Thorn Charitable Trust, St Martins in

the Field Vicars Relief Fund, TASC Agency, The Co-operative, Tudor Trust,

unison Glasgow City Branch 07304 General Fund, uNISON South

Lanarkshire, Vanessa Nias’ Foundation, Voluntary Action Fund. 

181 individuals and 313 anonymous donors who organised workplace

collections, charity events or gave a donation to our work:  Alan Mackay,

Alan Wilkie, Alastair Hamilton, Alexandra Mary, Andrew Colin, Andrew M and

Mrs Ruth V Currie, Andrew Ogilvie Robertson, Anne Booth-Clibborn, Arthur

West, Azra Qayyum, Bechaela Walker, becky  duncan, Bruce Teubes, Bryan

Healy, C & F Hume, C M Burns, Calum Lindsay, cara mccafferty, Carol

Hayden, Carol Purcell, Carolyn M Smyth, Cathy Sharp, Chloe Clemmons,

Christina McKelvie MSP, Christine Cooper, Claire Frew, D G & Mrs V M

Thompson, Dale K Meller, Danielle Macleod, David Lunan, David Maguire,

Debbie White, Denise Miller, Doctor Hook, Dorothy Moodie, Douglas Forbes,

Dr Alan Tankel, Dr Hook, Dr Johnson, Dr Josephine A Haythornwaite, Dr Lea

Cramsie, Dr M & M A Mansell, Dr Phil & M Robinson, Duncan M Macfarlane,

Dylan  Kiel, E Mary Sinclair, Elise Caroline Marshall, Elizabeth Anne Bonnar,

Elizabeth Lawrence, F & B Scott, F & M Sweeney, F Smith, Frances Corr,

Frances Follin, Fraser, G & F Farrell, G Loughery, G M Wilson, Gareth Harper,

George Paxton, Geraldine Mogan, Gerrard Loughery, Gordon Leggate,

Graeme H Pagan, H & F McLeod, Hazel Mills, Healy, Helen Carson, Helen

Davidson, Helen Jean MacKenzie, Helen McAvoy, Hilary Emma Crawshaw,

Hugh N Kerr, I S Martin, I Smith & J Forrest, Iain Radcliffe, Ian Fitzgerald, Ian

Fraser, Ian M Neale, Iona Community, Iona Macdonald, Isabel Stainsby, Isobel

Lindsay, J & A Stevenson, J & F Oswald, J Gerrard , jack skillen, Jamie

Robertson, Janet Andrews, Jean Oliver, Jennifer Ross, Jenny Svanberg, john

dale, John Dennis, John Gerrard, John Porter, Jon Hemsley, Julie Christie,

Julie McGahan, Jury/Heddon, Kenneth Wardrop, Khadija Sattar, Kim Davids,

L Ghafur, Laura Mustian Byre Books, Linden Stables, Lisa Snedden, LM

Hendry, Lorna M Fitzsimons, Louise Nolan, M T Dominguez, Mae Shaw,

Magnus Linklater, Marion Hersh, Mary Jacobs, Mary Mc Manus, Mary Smith,

Maureen Waugh, Melanie Vasselin, Michael Given, Michael Mackinnon,

Mohammad Zahid Charity, Moira Crawford, Mr Akhtar, Mr Gerrard, Mr

Hamid, Mr R K & Mrs E J Young, Mrs M Anderson, Mrs R J Fawthrop , Mrs

Reeves & Mr Bank, Mrs T McManus, Ms Cook, Ms Ritch, Ms Wilson,

Najimee Parveen, Neil Anderson, Neil Rothnie, Nick Wright, Oonagh O’Brien,

Pamela Currie, Patricia Bryden, Paypal Account, Penelope Julie

Herman-Smith, Penny Morton, Peter & Jean Arthur, Phillida Ball, Rani

Dhanda, Rev Harvey, Rev William Slavin, Reverend Iain Whyte, Richard

McKean, richie cumming, Rob Hoon, Robert Doris & J Roy, Robert Nicoll,

Robin & Charlotte Rice, Ruth Cook, Ruth Farquharson, Ruth Forrest, ruth

newman, S C Hare, Sally Beaumont, Sam Reeves & Mr Banks, Sandra

Mostafa, Sandra White MSP, Shabana Basheer, Shona Stephen, siobhan

mcgurk, Steven Hirschler, Sue Gutteridge, Sue Hancock, Sylvia Crick,

Theresa McManus, Thomson, Tommy Gorman, una Bartley, Wright, Young,

Zoe Michel, And 313 anonymous donors
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The 8 volunteers who regularly provide free shelter in their homes to

destitute asylum seekers: Sally Beaumont, Zora King, Mary Child, Edith

Facenna, Alison Swinfen, Julie Manley, Jo Haythorthwaite  and Rachael

Smith.

The following agencies/organisations who supported our work by

agreeing referral /nomination agreements in 2013 to help rehouse our

service users: Cadder Housing association, Access Apna Ghar (Sanctuary

Scotland), Fourwalls Housing Co-operative, Trust,Bield and Hanover Housing

Association, Whiteinch and Scotstoun Housing Association, Arklet Housing

association

74 organisations who worked in partnership with us to assist those in

greatest need: Asylum Support Appeals Project, Bridges Programme,

British Red Cross, Cadder Housing Association, Cassiltoun Housing

Association, Castlemilk Law and Money Advice Centre, Castlemilk Law

Centre, Child Poverty Action Group, Citizens Advice Direct, City Of Glasgow

College-ESOL dept, City Of Glasgow Society of Social Service, Crossroads

Youth Community Association, Daisy Chain Govanhill Early Years Project,

Destiny Angels, Drumchapel Law and Money Advice Centre, DWP-Pension

Disability and Carers Service, Easterhouse CAB-Refugee Project, Energy

Action Scotland, Energy Saving Trust, Equality Network-Intersectional

Projects, Feed Glasgow, Funds for Human Needs, GCC Community Safety

Services, Glasgow City Mission, Glasgow Destitution Network, Glasgow HA,

Glasgow Homelessness Network, Glasgow Night Shelter, Glasgow

Regeneration Agency, Glasgow Women’s Aid, Govanhill Housing

Association, Govanhill Law Centre, Grand Central savings, Greater Pollok

CAB, Greater Pollok Integration Network, Hamilton Burns & Moore, Hemat

Gryffe Women’s Aid, Homestart Glasgow North West, Homestart Glasgow

Southside, JR Rehman Solicitors, Langside College-ESOL dept, Legal

Services Agency, Lifelink, Link Group, Marie Trust, Maryhill CAB, Maryhill CAB

–Refugee Project, Medical Foundation, Money Advice Trust, Money Matters,

NHS Hunter Street Homeless Centre, North Glasgow Integration Network,

Queens Cross Housing Association, Refugee Survival Trust, Roma-net,

Scottish Government-Equality, Third Sector and Communities, Scottish

Housing Regulator, Scottish Migrants Network, Scottish Refugee Council,

See Change, Shelter Scotland, South East Integration Network, St Martins

In the Field, Storehouse, Anniesland, Strathclyde Police, Govanhill, Tenants

Information Service, The Wise Group-Energy Saving Scotland Advice Centre,

Wayside Day Care Centre, Well Muticultural Advice Centre, West of Scotland

Regional Equality Council, Whitehill Neighbourhood Centre in Hamilton,

Whiteinch & Scotstoun Housing Association, Advocates Library, Edinburgh

and Chartered Institute Of Housing.

95 organisations who took up advertising as a way of supporting our

humanitarian work: Addaction, Albyn Housing Society, Arklet Housing

Association, Ayrshire Housing, Barony HA, Bellsmyre HA, Bield Housing

Association, Brighton & Hove TuC unemployed workers Centre, Caledonia

HA, Cassiltoun HA, Central Scotland Rape Crisis and sexual Abuse Centre,

Child Poverty Action Group, Children 1st (Parenting across scotland), CIH

Scotland, City of Glasgow College, Clackmannanshire Council, Clydesdale

HA, Crossreach, Crown Office, Cube Housing Association, DRB Solicitors,

Drumcog, Dunbritton HA, East Dunbartonshire Council, East Renfrewshire

women’s Aid, Easterhouse Citizens Advice Bureau, Educational Institute of

Scotland, EIS local association, Elderpark HA, Employers in Voluntary

Housing, GCVS, Glasgow City council, Glasgow Disability alliance, Glasgow

HA, Glasgow Metropolitan college, Glasgow Quaker association, Glenoaks

Housing Association, Hanover Scotland HA, Hemat Gryffe Women’s Aid,

Horizon Housing, Huntershall Housing Co-operative, Inverclyde Council,

Ketso Limited, Key Housing Associatioin, Kingdom HA, LEAD Scotland,

Lifelink, Link Group Ltd, Livingstone Brown, Loreburn HA, Loreburn Housing

Association, Loretto Housing Association, Margaret Blackwood HA, MBHA

Purchase Limited (Blackwood Homes), NG homes, NG homes (North

Glasgow HA), NHS Grampian, North Glasgow HA, NuJ Glasgow branch,

NuJ Scottish Office, Ocean Youth Trust, Ore Valley HA, Port of Leith HA,

Prince & Princess of wales Hospice, Prospecthill HA, Queens Cross HA,

Rape Crisis Scotland, Rosehill Housing Co-operative, Rosemount

Development Trust, Scottish Ambulance Service, Scottish Community

alliance, Scottish Executive, Scottish Government, Scottish Womens Aid,

Shared Intelligence, Southside HA, Stephanie Pixner, Stirling Council,

Strathclyde Joint Police Board, TASC Agency, The Co-operative, The

Graphics Company, Thenew Housing Association, Trust Housing

Association, uNISON, unison South Ayrshire, unite Housing Associations

Branch, unite the union , unite the union - housing Associations branch,

university College union, university of Glasgow, Voluntary Action East

renfrewshire, West Lothian Council, West Lothian housing Partnership,

WIFTRA.

71 organisations who sent staff or committee members on training

courses run by us: Aberdeen City Council, Aberdeenshire Council,

Addaction, Alcohol Support, Angus Womens Aid, Ayrshire Housing, Ben

hoare Bell LLP, British Deaf Association, Cairn HA, City of Glasgow College,

Clackmannanshire Council, Comhairle nan Eilean Siar, Community

Infosource, Creative Therapies, Dumfries & Galloway Council, Dundee

Citizen’s Advice Bureau, Dunedin Canmore, East Renfrewshire carers Ltd,

Easterhouse Citizens Advice Bureau, Edinburgh City Council, Education

Scotland, ELHA, ELREC, ELREC, Equality Network, FAIR DEAL   , Forestry

commission, Forth Valley Migrants support Network, Glasgow City Council,

Glasgow Womens Aid, Glasgow’s Regeneration Agency, Glen Housing

Association, GMB Scotland, Govan Law Centre  , Govanhill Community

Development Trust, Govanhill Law Centre, Grampian Regional Equality

Council, Greater Pollok Integration funding, Highland Council, Hope scotland

Ltd, INCLuDEM, Jobs & Business Glasgow (Glasgow Regeneration agency),

Karibu Scotland, Key Community supports, Lanarkshire Rape Crisis Centre,

Linstone Housing, Lochaber Womens Aid, Multi Ethnic Aberdeen Ltd.,

Multicultural family Base, NHS GGC, NHS HEALTH, NHS Lothian, Perth &

kinross Association of Voluntary services Ltd, Pineview HA, Provanhall

Housing, Renfrewshire Council, Royston families, Scottish Consortium for

Learning disability, Scottish Domestic Abuse Helpline SCIO, Scottish

Government, Scottish Human Rights Foundation, Scottish Womens Aid,

Sense scotland, Skills Development Agency, Transport Salaried Staffs’

Association, university of Strathclyde Students Association, up-to-us, West

dunbartonshire Council, West Granton Housing Cooperative, Worker’s

Education Association, YCSA. 

4 organisations who hired our boardroom: NHS Health, North Ayrshire

council, Outside the Box, Scottish Women’s Aid

Special Thanks to the following: Andrew May from Support Key, David Orr,

Chief Executive, National Housing Federation and founder member of

Positive Action in Housing; Campbell S Deane, Partner at Bannatyne

Kirkwood & France, Andrew Cowan, TC Young & Co, Alison Hendry, Stephen

Hendry, Assistant Chief Constable Ruaraidh Nicolson, Chief Inspector Brian

Gibson, Robin Gillett (Broccoli Web Design), Calum Lindsay, Jonathan Grant,

Allison Phipps, John Wilkes, Chief Executive (Scottish Refugee Council),

umran Amin
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News Diary

The Scotsman

April 6, 2012, Friday  

Family told Home Office of suicide risk before death jump

A RuSSIAN family who fell from the 15th floor of Glasgow’s Red Road flats

had written a letter revealing suicidal intentions to the Home Office in the

weeks before their deaths. 

Immigration papers, seen by The Scotsman, reveal the Serykh family fled

from Ottawa in Canada, through Frankfurt, Amsterdam, Bremen, Barcelona

and Dublin, before finally arriving in the uK in fear of their lives.

Serguei Serykh, 43, who claimed to have formerly been a senior officer in

Russia military intelligence, was convinced he was being hunted by the

Canadian secret service.

He believed this was because of secret intelligence he had passed to prime

minister Stephen Harper.

His letter to the uK Border Agency (uKBA) revealed that at one point he left

the family home in Canada believing he was going to his death.

“And so, at 22:30, November 16, 2007, I decided to leave the house to die

somewhere on the street but save my family,” Mr Serykh wrote.

In the same letter, his wife said that, after her husband left: “I started to look

up phone numbers of people who were close to me, who could help my son,

after me and my husband’s death.

“I thought that they would at least spare my son. But he calmly replied, ‘Mom,

I feel bad, too. I will go with you as well.”

However, when her husband returned they decided to flee to the uK instead.

“I realised that England was the only country which could protect me and

my family,” Mr Serykh wrote.

But their asylum bid was rejected and they were told to return to Canada.

They died in Glasgow in March 2010.

Positive Action In Housing (PAIH), a charity that supports asylum seekers,

believes they were failed by the uK government.

Robina Qureshi, director of PAIH, said: “The papers show very clearly that the

Serykh family were in fear of their lives, declaring suicidal intentions which

may be linked with mental health problems.

“It is very clear that the uKBA failed to provide appropriate support and then

set about withdrawing the family’s financial support, housing and refused

them any right to seek paid work.

“That meant this law-abiding family may have seen no other option than

suicide, as they believed they were in fear of their lives, because of Mr

Serykh’s past in the Russian military intelligence, if they were returned to

Canada.

“I believe that the failure of the uKBA to recognise they were dealing with

highly vulnerable people led to the deaths of the Serykh family.”

The Serykh family’s relatives in Russia have reportedly given up hope of a

fatal accident inquiry, although they do not believe the deaths were suicide.

The Home Office said it took mental health fears into account when

assessing asylum bids.

A uK Border Agency spokesman said: “Every case is carefully considered on

its individual merits, examining all relevant information.

“The uK Border Agency takes into account relevant mental health issues

when considering asylum claims.”

Evening Times (Glasgow)

April 3, 2012 Tuesday  

100 asylum seekers told to quit homes

FEARS are growing over the future of asylum seekers in Glasgow.

More than 100 people, who have been refused asylum or are unable to, or

unwilling to, return to their home countries have received eviction notices

from charity YPeople. 

Earlier this month it was announced that the organisation had lost the bid to

house asylum seekers in Glasgow to security firm Serco in a deal worth

£175million. 

A transition handover period ends in November. However, during an

emergency meeting called by community groups, Y People chief executive

Joe Connelly said eviction notices had been sent out to  around 100  homes.

He said:  We have to give back the properties as many of the leases end in

May. We have known since December but didn t want to hurl anyone out in

winter. 

Around 70 asylum seekers, activists and members of community groups

gathered in Garnethill Multicultural Centre for a meeting.  

Mr Connelly said:  We have a contract extention until November but we don

t know what that means.

I get the impression that Serco wants to move quickly. We will continue to

provide food and clothes for those involved. 

He stressed that families with children under 18 would not be affected by the

move.

Groups such as unity in the Community, Positive Action in Housing, Glasgow

Welcomes Asylum Seekers, Glasgow Destitution Network and Glasgow

Night Shelter are organising support.

Those being evicted come from countries including Afghanistan, Iraq,

Somalia and Zimbabwe. Many are trying to get back into the legal process

to appeal for the right to stay in the uK. 

The Scottish Refugee Council and the British Red Cross have an additional

surgery   on Wed- nesdays from 2pm in the Ypeople s Red Road flats base

to deal with the new wave of destitute asylum seekers.

The Herald (Glasgow)

April 7, 2012 Saturday  

100 families told to sleep in gardens 

Destitute failed asylum seekers in Glasgow have been offered sleeping bags

and hygiene kits by the Red Cross. More than 100 families facing eviction

under uK Government rules.

The move has provoked anger, and those who attended an emergency

surgery in the city s Sighthill area rejected the offer.  

Iraqi Kurd Karzan Omer said he and his wife Shewa Mohamad had been told

they should take a sleeping bag each and sleep in local gardens or parks if

necessary.  
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He said they were not willing to do so.  I am not a junkie and we are not

animals,  he told The Herald.  Nobody took them.  

Estimates vary about how many people are facing eviction in the city. 

All have seen their asylum claims fail and are no longer entitled to any

Government support. 

However, Glasgow City Council, which used to manage asylum seeker

accommodation on behalf of the uK Border Agency (uKBA), and the charity

YPeople which took the contract over, have operated a policy of not

immediately evicting people who are unable to return to their country of origin.

The crisis has arisen because YPeople itself has subsequently lost the

contract to provide accommodation, with responsibility for housing asylum

seekers passing to multinational corporation Serco from November this year.

YPeople has now sent letters to tenants whose asylum claims have been

refused warning them the charity can no longer support them during the

handover period.

Mr Omer said the surgery had been attended by about 40 people, and staff

from the Red Cross and the Refugee Council. He added:  They said  here s

one sleeping bag for you and one for your wife   sleep in the street or the local

gardens . They also offered us shampoo and toilet tissue. 

We don t want to leave our house. It is not just us. 

A spokeswoman for the British Red Cross denied people would have been

advised to sleep in parks or gardens. She added:  We would never advise

people to sleep rough.

However, as a humanitarian organisation our primary concern is the welfare

of these vulnerable people. We held this surgery to advise people and talk to

them about what alternatives they have got. 

As part of our destitution services we were offering supplies to people

including sleeping bags and hygiene kits suitable for keeping clean when you

don t have regular access to a bathroom. Sleeping bags can be useful if

people have to stay with friends or sleep on someone s floor.  

She confirmed no-one had taken a sleeping bag away from the meeting.

The Scottish Refugee Council said it was calling on the uKBA to change its

policies on which countries failed asylum seekers can be returned to. 

A spokesman said:  YPeople and Glasgow before them have mitigated the

true extent of the situation in Glasgow compared with the rest of the uK. This

is bringing home the injustice and inhumanity of the uK s policy. 

The vast majority of people affected come from countries such as Iraq, Iran

or Zimbabwe were it is simply unsafe for them to return. So they are being

condemned to destitution and a twilight existence. 

Robina Qureshi, director of the campaign group Positive Action in Housing

said the uKBA were to blame for the situation, but also criticised YPeople.

They have six months before they have to hand the properties over to Serco,

but they are doing this now. What is a Christian charity doing evicting people

at Easter?  she  asked.

A spokesman for YPeople said the charity had done everything it could and

had spent £500,000 a year of its funds to avoid having to make people

destitute.

PA Newswire: Scotland

June 10, 2012 Sunday 3:08 PM BST 

25% OF ASYLUM SEEKERS ‘DESTITUTE’

Nearly 100 asylum seekers and refugees living in Scotland’s biggest city are

in a state of destitution, a survey has suggested.

On average, people were destitute for one and a half years, but one survey

participant had been destitute for six and a half years.

Researchers at Glasgow Caledonian university counted the number of

people who presented as destitute to 13 support agencies and services over

a one-week period from March 5 to March 11 2012. 

Almost a quarter - 88 people out 364 - were destitute.

For the purposes of the study, destitution is defined as being without any

financial support and unable to work.

The survey included individuals at all stages of the asylum process, from

those yet to register their claim to those who have been granted refugee

status.

The largest group were those who have been refused asylum, whose appeal

rights are exhausted and have no access to public funds.

They accounted for two thirds of all responses.

People surveyed came from 29 different countries, the most common

recorded being from Iran, Iraq, Sudan and Zimbabwe.

The survey was commissioned by the charities Refugee Survival Trust, the

British Red Cross and Scottish Refugee Council and carried out by lead

researcher Morag Gillespie from GCu’s Scottish Poverty Information unit.

She said: ``Coping with destitution for any length of time at all is a traumatic

experience, but to do so for more than a year and a half - the average time

as revealed in this study - is a truly bleak existence.

``I was both impressed and inspired to learn of some of the strategies which

interviewees have adopted to cope with the immense pressures, for example

volunteering.’’

Marie Hayes, Red Cross Operations Director for West Central and South

West Scotland said: ``In this day and age, destitution should not be an

outcome of the asylum system. There should be a proper asylum support

structure - including permission to work - until the applicant is either removed

or granted leave to remain.

``In the meantime, there should be additional support for all destitute asylum

seekers with dependent children.’’

There were 11 agencies or groups who took part in the survey (Scottish

Refugee Council, Positive Action in Housing, Govan and Craigton Intervention

Network, British Red Cross, 3 health centres, Bridges Programme, Freedom

From Torture, unity, Bridging the Gap, Cranhill Development Trust and

Maryhill Citizens Advice Bureau) and two other agencies indicated that they

did not see any destitute people during the week of the survey.

In addition to asking destitute clients to complete the survey, services that

exist specifically to support asylum seekers and refugees were asked to

provide summary statistics of the clients they had over the week and how

many of the total number of clients were destitute. (Govan and Craigton

Intervention Network, SRC, BRC, Bridges Programme, Freedom From

Torture).

A uK Border Agency spokeswoman said: ``We provide support to destitute

asylum seekers until a decision on their claim is finalised. When we and the

courts have decided that an asylum seeker does not need international
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protection and can return home, we expect them to do so voluntarily.

Assisted Return schemes exist to help failed asylum seekers return to their

home countries and support their re-integration.

``Where a refused asylum seeker does not return voluntarily we will take

removal action. We work closely with local authorities across the uK to

ensure this system is fair for both the asylum seeker and to the British tax

payer. Giving funding to those who do not need our protection would act as

an incentive to frustrate the system.’’

Independent.co.uk

August 9, 2012 Thursday 2:39 PM GMT 

No inquiry on Glasgow refugee family tower block deaths

The deaths of three asylum seekers who apparently leapt from a tower block

more than two years ago will not be the subject of a fatal accident inquiry,

officials have announced.

The Crown Office concluded that it is “not in the public interest” to hold such

an examination of the deaths of Serguei Serykh, 43, his wife Tatiana, and his

19-year-old stepson Stepan.

The trio apparently threw themselves from the Red Road flats in Springburn,

Glasgow, on March 7 2010. 

The family’s closest relative has been informed of the decision, the Crown

Office said.

It is understood that the three Russian nationals had been living in the flats

for a short time after arriving from Canada. They are said to have received a

letter explaining that their accommodation in Glasgow was to be withdrawn

on the day that they died.

Their deaths traumatised the community which includes many people

seeking asylum.

The case was raised with First Minister Alex Salmond at Holyrood, and the

then prime minister, Gordon Brown, sent his “sincere condolences” to family

and friends of the asylum seekers.

Days after they lost their lives, hundreds of people joined a march and rally

in their memory, demanding an end to the “enforced removal” of refugee

families and called for an inquiry into the apparent suicides.

The charity Positive Action In Housing subsequently wrote to the then Lord

Advocate, demanding a fatal accident inquiry.

Director Robina Qureshi wrote in March 2010: “Based on our experiences of

the way the uK asylum policy operates on Scottish soil, we believe that the

Serykh family would still be alive were it not for the way they were treated by

the uK asylum system.”

But the Crown Office has decided against such a move after it “fully

considered” the case.

It said in a statement: “Crown Office and Procurator Fiscal Service (COPFS)

has completed its extensive investigation into the deaths of Serguei, Tatiana

and Stepan Serykh, who died in the Springburn area of north-east Glasgow

on March 7 2010.

“The matter was reported to Crown counsel who have fully considered all

the circumstances and have concluded that it is not in the public interest to

hold a fatal accident inquiry.

“In the course of the investigation, and in keeping with the obligations under

Article 2 of the European Convention on Human Rights, COPFS made

contact with the nearest relative of the family and advised her of the

circumstances of the tragedy and Crown counsel’s decision.”

Shortly after the deaths, the uK Border Agency said it had advised the family

that arrangements were being made to return them to Canada where they

had been granted protection, but that no imminent action to remove them

from the uK was planned.

Ms Qureshi said today that the charity was “disappointed” with the decision.

“Quite clearly there are unanswered questions about how a family of three

decided that they were going to kill themselves, on the day they had been

told by the uK Border Agency that they had to leave their accommodation,”

she said.

“From our point of view, it isn’t just a family of three that died. Questions need

to be asked about the whole system under which asylum seekers have felt

terrorised.

“We wanted those questions answered and those questions now go

unanswered.”

She said Positive Action In Housing has asked the Crown Office, via a

freedom of information request, for further details about how it arrived at its

decision.

“I don’t think it’s something we can let go of that easily,” she said.

“There was a massive impact on many other families from refugee

communities when the family killed themselves. From what they understood,

the family had died as a result of being told they were going to be made

destitute and many people empathised with what they had done.”

Morning Star

August 9, 2012 Thursday

No probe into asylum deaths

Russian nationals Serguei Serykh, his wife Tatiana and his 19-year-old

stepson Stepan are believed to have thrown themselves from the Red Road

flats in Springburn, Glasgow, on March 7 2010. They are said to have

received a letter explaining that their accommodation was to be withdrawn

on the day that they died. The charity Positive Action In Housing

subsequently wrote to the then Lord Advocate, demanding a fatal accident

inquiry.  

Director Robina Qureshi wrote in March 2010: “Based on our experiences of

the way the uK asylum policy operates on Scottish soil, we believe that the

Serykh family would still be alive were it not for the way they were treated by

the uK asylum system.” But the Crown Office concluded today that it is “not

in the public interest” to hold such an examination. Ms Qureshi said the

charity was “disappointed” with the decision. “Quite clearly there are

unanswered questions about how a family of three decided that they were

going to kill themselves, on the day they had been told by the uK Border

Agency that they had to leave their accommodation,” she said. “From our

point of view, it isn’t just a family of three that died. “Questions need to be

asked about the whole system under which asylum-seekers have felt

terrorised.” She said the charity has lodged a freedom of information request

to find out how the Crown Office arrived at its decision.

paddym@peoples-press.com
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Scotsman

August 9, 2012 Thursday

No official inquiry to be held into deaths of three asylum seekers who

jumped to their deaths from Glasgow tower block

THE CROWN Office will not hold an inquiry into the deaths of three Russian

asylum seekers who plunged to their deaths from a Glasgow’s Red Road

flats.

o Family had been due to return to Canada where they had been granted

protection  

o Campaigners say deaths caused in part by British asylum policy 

Serguei Serykh, his wife Tatiana, and stepson, Stepan, jumped from their

home in the Red Road housing complex in the north of the city. 

The triple suicide in March of 2010 is believed to have been sparked by a

Home Office letter informing the family that their accomodation was to be

withdrawn.

The three Russian nationals had been living in the flats for a short time after

arriving from Canada. 

Hundreds of people calling for an end to the “enforced removal” of refugee

families joined a march in their memory. 

The suicides were brought to the attention of First Minister Alex Salmond and

Prime Minister Gordon Brown, which resulted in Brown issuing his “sincere

condolences”. 

FORCED REMOVALS 

A letter sent to the Lord Advocate by the charity Positive Action in Housing

demanded a fatal accident inquiry. 

Director Robina Qureshi, wrote: “Based on our experiences of the way the

uK asylum policy operates on Scottish soil, we believe that the Serykh family

would still be alive were it not for the way they were treated by the uK asylum

system.”

The Crown Office has now responded to the calls by saying:”Crown Office

and Procurator Fiscal Service (COPFS) has completed its extensive

investigation into the deaths of Serguei, Tatiana and Stepan Serykhm, who

died in the Springburn area of north east Glasgow on March 7 2010.

“The matter was reported to Crown counsel who have fully considered all

the circumstances and have concluded that it is not in the public interest to

hold a fatal accident inquiry.

“In the course of the investigation, and in keeping with the obligations under

Article 2 of the European Convention on Human Rights, COPFS made

contact with the nearest relative of the family and advised her of the

circumstances of the tragedy and Crown counsel’s decision.”

According to the uK Border Agency the Serykhs had been granted

protection in Canada and were due to return there. No imminent action to

remove them from the uK had been planned. 

The Herald (Glasgow)

August 10, 2012 Friday  

No inquiry into flats leap asylum seekers

THE deaths of three asylum seekers who apparently leapt from a tower block

more than two years ago will not be the subject of a fatal accident inquiry. 

The Crown Office said it was not in the public interest to hold such an

examination of the deaths of Serguei Serykh, 43, his wife Tatiana, and his

19-year-old stepson Stepan.

The trio apparently threw themselves from the Red Road flats in Springburn,

Glasgow, in March 2010. The family s closest relative has been informed of

the decision, the Crown Office said.

It is understood the Russians had been living in the flats for a short time after

arriving from Canada. They are said to have received a letter explaining their

accommodation in Glasgow was to be withdrawn on the day they died.

Shortly after the deaths, the uK Border Agency said it had advised the family

arrangements were being made to return them to Canada where they had

been granted protection, but no imminent action to remove them from the uK

was planned.

However, hundreds of people joined a march and rally in their memory,

demanding an end to the  enforced removal  of refugee families and called

for an inquiry.

The charity Positive Action In Housing wrote to the then Lord Advocate,

demanding a fatal accident inquiry.

Charity director Robina Qureshi said:  Questions need to be asked about the

whole system under which asylum seekers have felt terrorised. 

Metro (UK)

August 10, 2012 Friday  

Inquiry ruled out over tower block plunge family

NO INQuIRY will be held into the deaths of three asylum seekers who fell to

their deaths from a tower block. Serguei Serykh, 43, his wife Tatiana and her

son Stepan, 19, died at the Red Road flats in Glasgow in March 2010. The

Russian nationals, who were seeking asylum, jumped to their deaths. The

Crown Office said yesterday a fatal accident inquiry was ‘not in the public

interest’. Positive Action In Housing called the decision unacceptable. It said

the family’s deaths would ‘remain open to speculation’. The family had just

arrived from Canada and are said to have received a letter saying their

accommodation would be withdrawn on the day they died. The uK Border

Agency said it had advised the family arrangements were being made to

return 
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Scottish Star

August 10, 2012 Friday  

NO INQUEST INTO SPY’S FATAL FALL; 

Red Road death case closed

THE Crown Office will not hold a fatal accident inquiry into the deaths of a

Russian spy and his family who fell from a Scottish tower block. 

Serguei Serykh, his wife, Tatiana, and her son, Stepan, were found at the

foot of one of Glasgow’s Red Road flats.

The three jumped from the 15th floor of the block in March 2010.

Sinister It was believed they leapt after the family was told they had to leave

their home.

However, more sinister theories were put forward, particularly by relatives in

Russia who suspected the military intelligence officer was murdered.

Yesterday, the Crown Office said it is “not in the public interest” for a court

examination into the circumstances surrounding their deaths.

Officials said the family’s closest relative, believed to be Tatiana’s daughter,

Karina Derevyanko, 36, had been informed of the decision.

Serykh, 43, Tatiana, 57, and 19-year-old Stepan came to Scotland in autumn

2009.

Shortly before his death, Serykh told Glasgow North East MP Willie Bain that

he was a former spy and spoke of a plot to assassinate the Queen.

The Russian also said he had become a victim of “a mind-altering radiation”.

Immigration papers show he was convinced he was being hunted by the

Canadian secret service.

He believed this was because of secret intelligence he had passed to the

country’s prime minister, Stephen Harper.

Positive Action In Housing, a charity that supports asylum seekers, believes

they were failed by the uK Government.

Director Robina Qureshi said she was “disappointed” with the Crown Office

decision.

Scottish Express

August 10, 2012 Friday  

THE Crown Office has ruled out a Fatal Accident Inquiry into the deaths of a

Russian spy and his family who fell from a tower block. 

Serguei Serykh, 43, his wife, Tatiana, 57, and her son, Stepan, 19, were

found at the foot of one of Glasgow’s notorious Red Road flats, on March 7,

2010. They lived on the 15th floor.

It was widely assumed the three asylum seekers had simply leapt to their

deaths on the same day they were told they had to return to Canada where

they had previously lived.

However, more sinister theories were put forward, particularly by relatives in

Russia, who suspected the military intelligence officer was murdered.

Yesterday the Crown Office said it was “not in the public interest” for a court

examination into events surrounding their deaths.

Asylum applications for the three Russians had been turned down, and

financial support was withdrawn.

Positive Action In Housing (PAIH), a charity that supports asylum seekers,

believes they were failed by the uK Government.

Director Robina Qureshi said: “There are unanswered questions about how

a family of three decided to kill themselves, on the day they had been told by

the uK Border Agency they had to leave.”

Kirkintilloch Herald

August 15, 2012 Wednesday

No probe into family who plunged to their deaths from tower block

CAMPAIGNERS have hit out at law chiefs for refusing to hold a Fatal Accident

Inquiry into the deaths of a family who fell to their deaths from a tower block

in North Glasgow. 

Serguei Serykh (43), his wife Tatiana and stepson Stepan (19) died after falling

from the 15th floor of the Red Road flats in March 2010.

It is believed the family had been told that their asylum application had been

refused and they would have to leave their home on the day they died.

The Crown Office and Procurator Fiscal Service (COPFS) has announced

that, following “extensive investigation”, it will not hold an inquiry into the

deaths.

However, the charity Positive Action in Housing, who had written to the Lord

Advocate to request an inquiry, has branded the decision 

unacceptable’.

Charity director Robina Qureshi said: “Serguei Serykh was formerly a senior

member of the Russian military intelligence who fled Russia and then

Canada, and who, along with his family, was living in constant fear of return

according to all accounts.

“The family fell to their deaths on May 7, 2010, from the 15th floor of the Red

Road flats, Glasgow, on the same day that the uKBA stripped them of their

accommodation and meagre state benefit. 

“The uKBA also refused the family the right to paid work or even emergency

shelter anywhere in the uK.

“We wanted the FAI to examine these questions in an open, transparent and

accountable manner. unfortunately, the Lord Advocate has decided there

will be no scrutiny of the uKBA.”

A spokesperson for COPFS said: “The matter was reported to Crown

Counsel who have fully considered all the circumstances and have concluded

that it is not in the public interest to hold a FAI.

“In the course of the investigation, and in keeping with the European

Convention on Human Rights, COPFS made contact with the nearest relative

of the family and advised her of the circumstances and Crown Counsel’s

decision.”

A uKBA spokesperson said: “Any death of this kind is a tragedy and our

sympathies remain with their family and friends.

“The uKBA takes its international responsibilities seriously and we have a

proud history of providing refuge to those in genuine need of our protection.

Every case is carefully considered on its individual merits, examining all

relevant information.”
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Morning Star

September 16, 2012 Sunday

Mobilising for October 20

The People’s Charter in Scotland recently stepped up a gear with a new

e-petition in the Scottish Parliament and a six-week, rolling campaign to

mobilise before the STuC’s anti-austerity demo in Glasgow on October 20.

The petition, which is live online now - calls on the Scottish Parliament to

“urge the Scottish government to bring forward measures in all areas it has

competency to fulfil the aspirations of the People’s Charter.” Supporters of the

Charter in Scotland believe it can play a central part in the debate on the

nation’s future before the independence referendum in 2014, as well as a

focal point for mobilising against cuts imposed from Westminster or Holyrood

- hence the focus on the October 20 demonstration. Left Labour MSP Neil

Findlay has argued that “the People’s Charter provides a vehicle for

co-ordinating that action and bringing it together as an alternative to poverty,

austerity and inequality. And it is clear that the referendum campaign in

Scotland provides an opportunity for us to argue for the kind of society we

want to see.”  

This Wednesday sees the People’s Charter autumn campaign come to the

Scottish Parliament with two public events. A lunchtime drop-in meeting will

bring MSPs together with People’s Charter campaigners to discuss demands

and explore practical ways in which the parliament can bring pressure on the

government to enact its principles. Jim Malone of the Fire Brigades union

and Rozanne Foyer of unite will be among the trade union speakers. In the

evening, an “awareness-raising session” - Scottish Parliament-speak for a

public meeting - will take place at 7pm. Speakers will include unite deputy

regional secretary Mary Alexander, SNP MSP Cumbernauld and Kilsyth

Jamie Hepburn, and leading People’s Charter campaigner and Labour MSP

for Coatbridge and Chryston Elaine Smith. Smith has stated that: “The

People’s Charter has the potential to transform the political climate, to build

confidence that it is possible to create a better, fairer future.” The potential of

the charter to be a vehicle for change has been clear ever since it was

endorsed by the TuC in 2009 and the Scottish TuC in 2010. The charter’s

demands are effectively a summation of long-standing policies already

adopted by unions north and south of the border. In Scotland the charter

now counts 17 MSPs and three MPs among its supporters, including

members from Labour and the SNP, as well as unions, community and

political organisations and some high-profile public figures like actors David

Hayman and Elaine C Smith, who is never to be confused with her MSP

near-namesake. The Scottish TuC’s active participation in the steering

committee of the People’s Charter in Scotland was mandated by another

unanimous vote at STuC Congress in Inverness in April this year, on the basis

that the demands of the Charter reflect and support the STuC’s own There

Is A Better Way anti-austerity campaign. The STuC’s direct involvement has

meant that the People’s Charter autumn campaign is closely linked to the

mobilisation for the October 20 demonstration in Glasgow. Each week in turn

from now until the demo - which mirrors the TuC’s October 20 A Future That

Works march and rally in London - one of the People’s Charter demands will

be the focus of campaigning by various different supporting groups. A fair

economy for a fairer Britain, the charter’s first demand, will be the hook for

Scottish TuC activity as the autumn campaign launches this week. Next

week, beginning on September 24, unite will focus on the “more and better

jobs” demand. In week three from Monday October 1, campaigning charity

Positive Action in Housing will promote the call for decent homes for all. Week

four will see public service unions unison and PCS highlight the demand to

protect and improve our public services - no cuts. In the week before the

demo, from Monday October 15, Scottish CND will lead on the People’s

Charter call to build a sustainable future for all. And in the week after the

October 20 demos, campaigning journal Scottish Left Review in conjunction

with the Jimmy Reid Foundation will pick up the theme of fairness and justice.

CPB secretary Rob Griffiths writing in the Morning Star during the TuC last

week argued that the October 20 demonstrations should “mark the

beginning of a new unity not only in the struggle against austerity and

privatisation, but also for a real alternative - the People’s Charter.” The

People’s Charter in Scotland is picking that challenge up this week. Former

RMT organiser Phil McGarry, who now chairs the People’s Charter Scottish

committee, is in no doubt as to what has to be done: “Let’s go out there in

to the workplaces and communities we’re privileged to represent and build

support for these policies.”

The Scotsman

September 25, 2012, Tuesday  

Mother is battling for help to get son to school

A MOTHER is facing financial hardship after Scotland’s biggest council said

it would no longer pay school transport costs for her severely disabled son.

Aaron Cleary, who has cerebral palsy and is unable to walk, talk or eat

properly, currently attends the Craighalbert Centre, the Scottish Centre for

Children with Motor Impairments. 

For the past two years Glasgow City Council has paid transport costs after

the sheriff court ordered it to fund Aaron’s placement. This was restricted to

two years as, at the time, Craighalbert did not cater for children older than

eight.

The centre is now able to provide Aaron’s education up until the end of his

primary years, but the council has said it will no longer fund transport costs.

Two years ago, Glasgow City Council told the sheriff court that it could not

afford to send Aaron to Craighalbert - which is in Cumbernauld, 20 miles

from the family home - as it estimated the annual costs of a taxi and escort

to be GBP43,000 per year.

When the family argued that all they required was petrol money - about

GBP5,000 per year - the council agreed. However, this is now set to cease

from October.

Yesterday Aaron’s mother, Stacey Stafford, said: “If we can’t afford to pay to

take him to his school, Glasgow City Council will be able to remove Aaron

from the Craighalbert Centre on the grounds that we cannot transport him

there.”

She is planning legal action in a bid to secure transport costs.

Robina Qureshi, of the charity Positive Action in Housing, which has

supported the family, said: “Glasgow City Council’s behaviour towards Aaron

and his family is a shocking disgrace. We pay taxes to ensure vulnerable

children are protected and nurtured in a caring environment.”

Last night, a council spokesman said: “We have agreed that Aaron can stay

at the Craighalbert Centre. Officers are meeting his mother next week and we

are not prepared to discuss the details in the media.”
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The Scotsman

October 12, 2012, Friday  

Anger at inflation busting power bill increases

MILLIONS of Scots face a winter of rising fuel bills, as the uK’s largest energy

supplier is today expected to announce an inflation-busting increase for gas

and electricity charges.

About 1.5 million homes in Scotland could be hit by an average GBP100

hike in annual energy bills from Scottish Gas.

Centrica, the parent company of Scottish Gas and British Gas, said last night

it did not comment “on speculation”, but sources confirmed reports of the

imminent price rise. The exact figure is not known, but is likely to be around

8 or 9 per cent - well above the current inflation rate of 2.5 per cent 

The average Scottish Gas annual dual-fuel bill for gas and electricity currently

stands at GBP1,260 - meaning a 5 per cent increase would add GBP63,

while an 8 per cent rise would put on GBP100.

Scottish Gas put gas and electricity tariffs up by 18 per cent and 16 per cent

respectively in August 2011, blaming higher wholesale costs, though this

was followed by a drop of 5 per cent in electricity tariffs in January.

The increase in energy bills will hit households already struggling to cope with

soaring fuel prices and rail fares, in the face of widespread pay freezes and

cuts to welfare budgets.

Reports of the looming price rise triggered stinging criticism, particularly after

the company’s first-half profits rose 15 per cent to GBP1.45 billion. That

equates to almost GBP8m a day.

Campaigners warned at least a third of Scots were having to choose

between heating and food, running up personal debt to pay energy bills and

putting their own and their children’s health at risk by rationing.

A 9 per cent increase by Scottish and Southern Energy (SSE) will come into

effect on Monday next week, and other major suppliers have refused to rule

out a similar rise.

Tom Greatrex, Scottish Labour energy spokesman, said: “People will not

understand why Scottish Gas are putting prices up, despite their interi

financial report showing profits on uK residential customers being up by 23

per cent, compared to the same period last year.”

Citizens Advice Scotland said it was growing increasingly concerned about

low-income families this winter. Margaret Lynch, chief executive, said: “We

know that at least one-third of Scots are already living in fuel poverty.

“That is a truly shocking statistic. Many of the people who come to seek our

advice are simply unable to pay their gas and electricity bills.

“Last year, Scottish CABs helped clients with nearly 11,000 such cases. And

the people who suffer most are those who are already vulnerable - like

pensioners, sick and disabled people and low-income families.”

Robina Qureshi, of the charity Positive Action in Housing, said: “More and

more people are just keeping their houses cold, and that has an impact on

illness and their children’s health.”

A Scottish Gas spokeswoman said last night: “We do not comment on future

pricing movements. We do not comment on speculation about future pricing

movements.”

Only one of the big six energy suppliers was able to rule out a rise before the

start of winter. Both ScottishPower and EDF energy said their rates were

under “constant review”.

E.on has promised it will not raise prices in 2012, but could make no

guarantees about the start of next year, while Npower said it would not

comment on future changes.

John Robertson, MP for Glasgow North West, who also sits on the energy

and climate change committee, said: “I find it deeply disappointing that the

energy barons are up to their usual tricks. They simply do not care about the

hundreds of thousands of people who will suffer as a result of their mindless

greed.”

A Scottish Government spokeswoman said: “While we will not comment on

speculation, the Scottish Government is well aware that energy price rises

have an extremely damaging effect on the finances of Scottish households.

“For every 5 per cent price increase in energy prices, 46,000 households are

pushed into fuel poverty.”

She added: “Worried households can contact 0800 512 012 for assistance.”

Sunday Herald

February 3, 2013 Sunday  

Games ban on refugees faces legal challenge

THE Equality and Human Rights Commission (EHRC) is being urged to take

legal action over prospective refugees being denied the chance to volunteer

at the Glasgow 2014 Commonwealth Games. 

The director of Positive Action in Housing (PAIH), Robina Qureshi, called for

the commission s Scottish office to challenge the rule in the Court of Session

and warned that campaign groups are likely to protest over the

discriminatory and unjust  policy.

under strict criteria for volunteering for the Games, all applicants must be

permitted to work in the uK, a regulation which rules out Glasgow s large

population of asylum seekers, many from Commonwealth countries such as

Pakistan, Nigeria and Sri Lanka.

Qureshi said:  The organising committee is supposed to ensure the Games

celebrate diversity and inclusion, but the criteria they have set for volunteering

breaches that.

We think the EHRC should speak out on this important issue of diversity

and launch a legal challenge in the Court of Session. 

She added:  If they don t open their eyes and change that policy, the Games

will be tainted, and we anticipate protests by refugee and human-rights

groups. 

under current uK Border Agency (uKBA) rules, asylum seekers can volunteer

in the uK but cannot take up paid work.

However, Glasgow 2014 organisers claim the criteria for volunteers was set

after consultation with the Home Office, uKBA and the police.

Gary Christie of the Scottish Refugee Council (SRC) said:  The blanket ban

has disappointed many refugees and asylum seekers. 

It would seem the organising committee have fallen at the first hurdle in

ensuring the accessibility and diversity of the Games for everyone in

Scotland.

A spokesman for Glasgow 2014 said they are  committed to delivering an

accessible, diverse and inclusive Games .

He added:  We understand that most refugees and individuals with

humanitarian protection status, and a small number of asylum seekers, will

be able to meet the criteria.
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There may, however, be some who will not meet the criteria, or will not be

able to provide the necessary documents. This will typically include those

who have made recent claims for asylum. 

In these circumstances, we cannot anticipate whether individual cases will

have been considered and concluded by Games time and therefore whether

those individuals would be able to take up volunteer roles even if offered. 

The spokesman added that the committee will look at other ways of ensuring

refugees can get involved in the Games.

A spokeswoman for the EHRC was unable to comment.  

CASE STUDY

ASYLuM seekers in Glasgow are disappointed at their exclusion from  the

Games.

Tabraiz Burki, 20, originally from Pakistan, said he was surprised to find out

he was unable to volunteer as he has already carried out charity work  in

Scotland. 

Burki, who has been in the uK for three years, said:  I really wanted to

volunteer. I thought it would be a nice thing to do. I was really keen to get

involved and contribute something. I m really disappointed that I can t, as it

would have been a great experience. 

Life as an asylum seeker is very monotonous and this would have allowed

me to do something worthwhile. I won t be getting paid or anything so I don

t see the problem. 

Evening Times (Glasgow)

March 21, 2013 Thursday  

Co-op cash windfall for local groups

COMMuNITY groups in the Central Belt have enjoyed a £13,000 cash boost.

The money was awarded by the Co-operative s Community Fund for groups

in Glasgow and Lanarkshire. Positive Action in Housing was awarded £2000

for an information service. Glasgow East Women s Aid, was given the same

amount for therapy sessions. A homeless charity also received £2000 for a

food share project. Ken Greenshields, the Co-op s Membership Officer in

Glasgow and Lanarkshire, said:  Supporting local communities has been part

of our values and principles since the beginning of the Co-operative

Movement. We are proud of the Community Fund, as it demonstrates how

the generosity of members can make a real difference in their local area. 
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Contact Details:
119 Main Street, Ayr, KA8 8BX

Tel: 01292 880120   Fax: 01292 880121
email: info@ayrshirehousing.org.uk

www.ayrshirehousing.org.uk

“Keep up the
good work”

Quality independent living

As one of Scotland’s largest providers of housing and  
independent living services to older people, Hanover  
(Scotland) Housing Association is very pleased to support  
Positive Action in Housing’s 2013 Annual Report.
 
We have properties all over Scotland available to rent now. For 
more information call 0131 557 0598,  email admin@hsha.org.uk 
or go to www.hsha.org.uk. 

 
 

Sheltered housing | Care at Home | Amenity housing | 
Very Sheltered Housing | Telecare | Factoring

 
 

Hanover (Scotland) Housing Association Ltd: A Scottish Charity no: SC014738 
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HOUSING ASSOCIATION LTD

Dunbritton is a Scottish charity, No: SC036518.

1st Floor, 32 High Street, Dumbarton, G82 1LL
Tel: 01389 761486  Fax: 01389 730067 
e-mail: admin@dunbritton.org.uk
website: www.dunbritton.org.uk

Dunbritton Housing Association is pleased to 
support Positive Action in Housing.
We are a locally based social landlord with properties for rent, 
shared ownership and shared equity in Alexandria, Dumbarton and 
Helensburgh & Lomond. 
We support a number of community groups and projects 
throughout our areas of operation, including youth outreach, 
community facilities and local employment & training schemes.

Southside Housing Association

is pleased to support 

Positive Action in Housing

Southside House
135 Fifty Pitches Road

Glasgow G51 4EB

Tel:  0141 422 1112 
Fax: 0141 424 3327 

E-mail:  enquiries@southside-ha.co.uk 
Web: www.southside-ha.org
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  Michael Connarty MP http://www.mconnartymp.com/   

 

  Michael Connarty MP http://www.mconnartymp.com/   

 

 

Michael Connarty MP 

“Destitution is not the Solution” 
 

Thanks goodness for the 

work of Positive Action in 

Housing, I along with 

many others appreciate 

their continual struggle. 
“Giving the contract for providing housing for 

people who need asylum to Serco,  a company that runs prisons, 

shows a real lack of understanding of the process of obtaining 

asylum.” – Michael Connarty Labour MP for Linlithgow and East 

Falkirk 

 

 

 

 

 

Michael Connarty MP with members of the Forth Valley Migrant 
Support Network. 
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Elderpark Housing Association 
 

 
 

Contact: Elderpark Housing Association, 31 Garmouth Street, Glasgow
T: 0141 440 2244  F: 0141 445 5345

Email: admin@elderpark.org  www.elderpark.org

Registered Scottish Charity No: SCO32823  Property Factor Registered No: PF000197

 

Offering attractive property at affordable rent 

Factoring Service to owner occupiers 

Welfare Rights Service 

Polish Translation Service 

Community Events 
 

 

Queens Cross Housing Association,

45 Firhill Road, Glasgow G20 7BE

t: 0141 945 3003

e: contactus@qcha.org.uk

w: www.qcha.org.uk

Our Vision – to 
create and sustain 
vibrant communities 
and to inspire others 
to do the same
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Support
F O R A F U L L L I F E

Look ing for f lexible,
personalised support?
Visit  our website or
cal l  us. . .
www.keycommunitysupports.org

0141-342 1881
KEY, KEY Community Supports and KEY Housing are names used by KEY 

Housing Association Ltd, a charity registered in Scotland, charity no SC006652

PAIH Quarter Page.indd   1 29/07/2013   14:21:55

We can assist with :-

   

Greater Pollok Greater Pollok Greater Pollok Greater Pollok  
   

Citizens’ Advice BureauCitizens’ Advice BureauCitizens’ Advice BureauCitizens’ Advice Bureau    

You can !nd us at:
Pollok /civic Realm,27 Cowglen Road, Pollok, G53 6EW

Specialist Appointments Monday - Wednesday  - Friday 9.15am - 4.30pm
Tuesday—Thursday Drop-in sessions 9.15am-5.00pm 

   

We provide an  

   

information and Advice  

   

Service that is: 

   

•  Free 

   

•  Con!dential 

   

•  Independent 

   

•  Impartial 

   

   Housing  Advice   Housing  Advice   Housing  Advice   Housing  Advice    

   Specialist    Specialist    Specialist    Specialist     
   Employment    Employment    Employment    Employment     
   Advice   Advice   Advice   Advice    

Fuel Poverty Fuel Poverty Fuel Poverty Fuel Poverty 
AdviceAdviceAdviceAdvice    

Welfare Bene!ts Welfare Bene!ts Welfare Bene!ts Welfare Bene!ts 
AdviceAdviceAdviceAdvice    

Debt & Money Debt & Money Debt & Money Debt & Money     
AdviceAdviceAdviceAdvice    ConsumerConsumerConsumerConsumer    

Advice Advice Advice Advice     

 

 

 

 

 

Beardmore House 

631 Dumbarton Road, Dalmuir,  

Clydebank G81 4EU 

Tel:  0141 952 2447 

Fax:  0141 951 4423 

Email: admin@dpha.org.uk 

Web:  www.dpha.org.uk 

 

We are pleased to support We are pleased to support We are pleased to support    

Positive Action in HousingPositive Action in HousingPositive Action in Housing      
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The Regional Networks 
Across Scotland Are 

Bringing The Views Of 
Tenants And Residents To 
The Heart Of Sco sh 

Housing Policy. We Would 
Like To Congratulate 

Posi!ve Ac!on In Housing 
On A Successful Year.  

www.regionalnetworks.org.ukuk 
Scan our QR code with your 
smartphone to find out more. 

Congratulations 
to everyone at 
Positive Action 
in Housing for 
all your hard 
work in 2013

www.enable.org.uk

ENABLE Scotland, Scottish Charity No. SC009024. A Limited Company Registered in Scotland No. 278976
Registered Office: INSPIRE House, 3 Renshaw Place, Eurocentral, Lanarkshire ML1 4UF
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Hebridean Housing Partnership, the 
Western Isles Forum and all our partner 
organisa�ons across the Western Isles are 
proud to support Posi�ve Ac�on in Housing 

in their vital work. 

www.hebrideanhousing.co.uk 

www.wiftra.org 

Scan our QR code with your 
smart  phone  to  find  out 
more  about  Hebridean 
Housing Partnership 

Scan our QR code with your 
smart  phone  to  find  out 
more about the work of The 
Western Isles Forum 
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Bullying is never acceptable.
If you need help, support or guidance to feel more con5 dent 
in dealing with bullying behaviour, respectme is here to help.

Visit www.respectme.org.uk
If you are being bullied you can call ChildLine’s Bullying Line on 0800 441111

You don’t have to...
...play with me ...agree with me
...or even like me ...but you do have to
 respect me!

Barony is pleased to support 
Positive Action in Housing

Barony, Canal Court, 40 Craiglockhart Avenue, 
Edinburgh EH14 1LT

Tel: 0845 140 7777  Fax: 0131 443 9674
Email: info@baronyha.org.uk  

Website: www.baronyha.org.uk

Barony is a trading name of Barony Housing Association Ltd, a

registered Scottish Charity (SCO16030) registered with the

Scottish Housing Regulator (HEP69) and also under the Industrial

and Provident Societies Acts (1684R (S)).

Helping you live at home

Macintosh HD:PAIH Annual Report:Adverts - email 4:Ad for Positive in A#6DB443.doc

Barony is pleased to support
Positive Action in Housing

Barony, Canal Court, 40 Craiglockhart Avenue, Edinburgh EH14 1LT
Tel: 0845 140 7777  Fax: 0131 443 9674

Email: info@baronyha.org.uk  Website: www.baronyha.org.uk
  

Barony is a trading name of Barony Housing Association Ltd, a registered Scottish Charity (SCO16030)
registered with the Scottish Housing Regulator (HEP69) and also under the Industrial and Provident
Societies Acts (1684R (S)).

               

                                 

‘Working in partnership 
with Positive Action in 
Housing since 2006’

We are pleased to support PAiH in their 
work and look forward to a continued 
successful partnership in the provision 
of quality housing to our customers. 

66 Skirsa Street, Cadder, G23 5BA 
T: 0141 945 3282 E: enquiry@cadderhousing.co.uk 

F: 0141 948 0163 
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Sustainable homes, / exible services, vi
brant com

munities

   

Lifelink provides  
counselling, stress management, 

emotional and mental health & 
wellbeing services for young people 

and adults in communities and 
schools across Glasgow 

LIFELINK SUPPORTS 
POSITIVE ACTION IN HOUSING 

Lifelink HQ     visit www.lifelink.org.uk 
Unit 3, 145 Charles St                  email info@lifelink.org.uk 
Glasgow, G21 2QA                       telephone 0141 552 4434 

   
Royston Stress Centre trading as Lifelink, a registered Scottish 
charity SCO25643 &  a company registered in Scotland No. 171155

 

ORE VALLEY HOUSING ASSOCIATION LTD
114-116 Station Road

Cardenden 

Fife

E-mail ovha@orevalleyha.org.uk

Web Site  www.orevalleyha.org.uk

Telephone No.  01592 721917

Delivering the Best 
Possible Service for our

Communities.

PROMOTING EQUALITY &

DIVERSITY IN FIFE

Ore Valley Housing Association is

pleased to support 

Positive Action in Housing.
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DRUMCHAPEL
COMMUNITY

OWNERSHIP GROUP

DRUMCHAPEL
COMMUNITY

OWNERSHIP GROUP

DRUMCHAPEL
COMMUNITY

OWNERSHIP GROUP

DRUMCHAPEL
COMMUNITY

OWNERSHIP GROUP

DRUMCHAPEL
COMMUNITY

OWNERSHIP GROUP

DRUMCHAPEL
COMMUNITY

OWNERSHIP GROUP

DRUMCHAPEL
COMMUNITY

OWNERSHIP GROUP

 

DRUMCOG is a partnership between 6 Registered Social

Landlords in Drumchapel, Pineview Housing Association,

Cernach Housing Association, Drumchapel Housing 

Co-operative, Kendoon Housing Association, Kingsridge

Cleddans Housing Association and GHA.  The Committee is

made up of local residents and Staff.  Each Association

provides good quality and affordable housing and as well as

working together to provide an environment that people want to

live. DRUMCOG work together on wider issues to help improve

the lives of local residents. These issues are driven by the local

community and are designed to help maintain a vibrant and

diverse community.
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The EIS, Scotland’s biggest

teacher trade union, is

pleased to support Positive

Action in Housing and its

work in challenging

poverty, homelessness,

racism and poor housing.
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WHO M ADE YOUR 
CLOTHES ?

LET’S DO SOMETHING ABOUT THIS
http://bit.ly/tradejusticeCOME AND F IND OUT MORE :

HOW WOULD YOU KNOW ?

WERE THEY PAID FAIRLY
WAS THE BUILDING SAFE
WERE THEY CHILDREN 

?
?
?

“ ”“ ”“ ”

(©ILO/Better Work Indonesia)
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250 Peat Road, Glasgow, G53 6SA

Tel: 0141 881 0595  Fax: 0141 881 4293  

email: admin@rosehillhousing.co.uk    www.rosehillhousing.co.uk

“Rosehill is pleased to support 

Positive Action in Housing”

1988 to 2013

Marking 25 Years as a Landlord

We’re Housing Scotland

The SFHA is the national voice and advocate of 
Scotland’s housing associations and co-operatives.

We promote the work of housing associations and 
co-operatives across Scotland, who provide housing 
for over 275,000 households.

www.sfha.co.uk     Twitter @sfha_hq
Facebook SFHA - We’re Housing Scotland

www.sfha.co.uk

LintelTrust supports housing and community based projects across 
Scotland that work with and for older, and disabled people, Black 
and Minority Ethnic communities and single homeless people.  We 
are very pleased to support the work of Positive Action in Housing.  

www.linteltrust.org.uk
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To find out more visit www.gha.org.uk  
or www.cubehousing.co.uk 

Glasgow Housing Association have achieved the Investors in People Gold award,  
Cube Housing Association have achieved the Investors in People award. 

GHA and Cube Housing Association treat 
everyone fairly and with respect no matter 
what their ethnic background to help create 
better homes, better lives for all their tenants.

Better homes,  
better lives
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Glen strives to be a forward looking,
professional and approachable

provider of good quality housing,
working with others to create

attractive communities that people
want to and can afford to, live in

We are pleased to support the
work of PAIH Ltd

SCOTTISH HOUSING ASSOCIATIONS 
& CO-OPS BRANCH

The union for Scotland’s Housing
Association staff

The Housing Branch of UNITE has 1,200 members and
negotiates over salaries, conditions and other employment
issues in the Scottish Housing Association movement. The
union campaigns for more public funding for social rented

housing and works with tenants and committees to achieve
this aim.

UNITE is Britain’s biggest trade union – a democratic union
with progressive policies and a global vision

To join or for more information contact -
Regional Organiser Allan Cameron –

allan.cameron@unitetheunion.org 
Branch Chair – David Edwards - dedwards@govanhillha.org

UNITE the UNION, John Smith House,
145-165 West Regent Street, Glasgow, G2 4RZ

NOWHERE TO GO?

Visit www.samh.org.uk
We’ll help you know where to go

 
It can be hard to ask for help  
for a mental health problem. 

But help is available.  
So don’t put it off. 

  

Scottish Charity No SC008897.  
Scottish Association for Mental Health. 
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Improve with us   

www.cihscotland.org | your work is our business

Learn with us

Influence with us
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www.unitescotland.org

SCOTLAND

We are pleased to support 

Positive Action in Housing.  

Congratulations to everyone for all 

your hard work in 2013.

Link is pleased to support the work of 
Positive Action in Housing  

 
The Link group of housing, support and  

regeneration companies offers a range of 
services to 10,000 families and individuals, 

primarily in Scotland's Central belt.  
 

Link is committed to the principles of social 
justice, social enterprise, financial inclusion 
and tenancy and community sustainment.  

 
Link Group Ltd, 2c New Mart Road, Edinburgh, EH14 1RL 

T: 08451 559 559  E: linkgroup@linkhaltd.co.uk   
www.linkhousing.org.uk 

Scottish charity number SCO01026  

The Co-operative
Proudly supporting
local communities

As a co-operative we share our profits with our 
members and communities we serve

Join us 0800 023 4708
www.co-operative.coop/membership

a co-operative we share our profits withh our
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We are a Scottish wide charity working with communities, housing providers,
voluntary organisations and others to enable everyone to have an equal chance to
live in good quality, affordable and safe homes, free from discrimination and the fear

of racial harassment and violence. 

We offer advice, information and support to people from minority ethnic , refugee
and new migrant communities. We run a free, confidential and impartial housing
advice service for those facing homelessness, destitution, racism or poor housing
conditions. We provide money advice and financial skills for those living in poverty.
We run a Hardship Fund and provide emergency shelter and practical resources for

destitute asylum seekers and their families. 

We provide volunteering and sessional work opportunities. We lead human rights
and anti-racist campaigns. We inform social policy from a user-led perspective. We

offer training, consultancy and best practice guidance to Registered Social
Landlords, voluntary organisations and minority ethnic/refugee organisations. 

Positive Action in Housing is independent of any political group, religious creed,
ideology or economic faction.

Positive Action in Housing 98 West George Street Glasgow G2 1PJ
T: 0141 353 2220 F: 0141 353 3882 E: home@paih.org W: www.paih.org 

Scottish Charity No: SC027577




